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On the cover: Nate Sexton,
2017 United States Champion,

In 1983 Dave Dunipace 
designed the 

world’s first golf disc, the Eagle. 
The catalog you’re holding features 
over 100 discs, and Dave had a hand 
designing every single one.

This hands-on design philosophy 
extends through everything we 
create— discs, equipment, and 
gear. As players, we’re driven 
by craftsmanship, performance, 
innovation, but most of all, fun. 

The Eagle
The First Golf Disc
Born: 1983
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Today disc golf continues 
to grow and 

is enjoyed by players of all ages 
in cities big and small. It truly is 
one big community and Innova 
plays everywhere. Innova supports 
hundreds of events worldwide, and 
our team of more than 250 sponsored 
athletes and ambassadors are active 
across the globe. We help kids learn 
the fun and benefits of disc golf 
through the EDGE program, and 
we work with Throw Pink to boost 
female participation in our sport. 

We look forward to joining your 2018 
disc golf adventure.

The AviarX3
The Latest Putter From Innova
Born: 2018
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The Professional Disc Golf Association (PDGA) 
recognizes over 7500 courses worldwide. In 2017, 
disc golfers were hungry for more. The sport spilled 
over into new venues, bringing exposure to new 
audiences. Disc Golf at Dodger Stadium was a sold out 
3-day event that combined the best of disc golf and 
baseball. Celebrity chef Andrew Zimmern cooked up 
a festival of food, music and disc golf for his inaugural 
Cutting Board Classic. And disc golfers everywhere 
flocked to local breweries to compete in weekly 
putting leagues and events.

Who knows where disc golf will grow in 2018? Rest 
assured, we’ll be there with the most comprehensive 
catalog of discs, targets, gear, and event support 
in the industry. So, dive in. Everything you need to 
succeed in disc golf is right here.

Friends enjoy Disc Golf at Dodger Stadium
Los Angeles, CA - November 4-6, 2017
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4 Time World Champion Paul McBeth at the 
2017 Gentelmen’s Club Challenge
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Destroyer - Conquering Courses Since 2007
First approved by the PDGA in June of 2007, the 
Destroyer is the driver professional players 
count on the most. “The Star Destroyer is 
the distance driver of choice for power 
throwers. Great speed combined with 
reliable fade allows for big shots 
with confidence” says 2017 USDGC 
Champion, Nate Sexton.
Some discs just seem to click with 
people, and the Destroyer has 
amassed a serious following among 
throwers and collectors. You’ll have 
few complaints if you never run out 
of Destroyers... But you probably 
will. It’s OK, we’ll make more.
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PAUL MCBETH MODELS 
4x World Champion | 2015 United States Champion 
Paul McBeth is a dominating force in disc golf. He won four  
World Championships from 2012-2015. In 2015, Paul swept all 
the Major events in a single year, a feat yet unmatched. Paul is 
always exciting to watch. He holds nothing back.

PAul McBeth Star Destroyer 165-175 gm $17.99
PAul McBeth Champion Thunderbird 165-175 gm $16.99
PAul McBeth Champion RoC3 165-180 gm $16.99
PAul McBeth XT Nova 165-175 gm $16.99

Paul McBeth Star Destroyer

Paul Mcbeth Champion Thunderbird

Paul McBeth XT Nova

/GOLF DISCS/SIGNATURE MODELS
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BARRY SCHULTZ MODELS
2017 World & US Pro Masters Champion 
2x World Champion | 3x United States Champion 
Barry Schultz has been playing disc golf competitively for over 20 
years. He continues to dominate, earning 11 wins including both 
of the Masters Majors in 2017. Barry has always played with con-
trol and drive. His signature models speak to those traits: control 
(Leopard) and drive (Beast).

Barry Schultz Champion Beast         130-175 gm $16.99
Barry Schultz Champion Leopard         150-175 gm $16.99

KEN CLIMO MODELS
12x World Champion | 5x United States Champion 
Ken has been a top player since winning his first World Championship 
in 1990. He has won 12 Open World titles, more than any other 
player. The KC Aviar and KC Roc are favorites for their grip and feel. 

Ken Climo Star Wraith 165-175 gm $17.99
Ken Climo Champion Firebird 150-175 gm $16.99
Ken Climo Champion TeeBird 165-175 gm $16.99
Ken Climo Champion Eagle 165-175 gm $16.99 
Ken Climo KC Pro Roc         150-180 gm $13.99
Ken Climo KC Pro Aviar         150-175 gm $13.99

Ken Climo Champion Firebird

Ken Climo KC-PRO ROC

Barry Schultz Champion Leopard

Photo by USDGC

Photo by USDGC

/GOLF DISCS/SIGNATURE MODELS
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AVERY JENKINS
2009 World Champion
AJ Star TeeBird 165-175 gm $17.99

DAVID WIGGINS
World Distance Record Holder
DW Blizzard Boss 125-159 gm $16.99

Photo by Rick Lebeau JAY READING
5x Putting World Champion 
Yeti Pro Aviar 165-175 gm $13.99

JULIANA KORVER
5x Womens World Champion
JK Pro Aviar-X 165-175 gm $13.99

1108 
FEET!

/GOLF DISCS/SIGNATURE MODELS
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For the player that gets hooked 
quickly and wants the best gear, 
we’ve developed the Champion 
Disc Golf Set. It includes a complete 
set of discs in durable and vibrant 
Champion material. Players can get 
everything they need to start training 
to be a champion with one easy 
purchase.

Comes with:

• Champion Valkyrie: For long 
flights. Specially chosen weight for 
new players.

• Champion Panther: Smooth 
straight flying Mid-Range for all 
around accuracy.

• Champion Aviar: The putter of 
choice for top players. Trust the Aviar 
for short range shots and putts.

CHAMPION DISC GOLF SET

A perfect choice for the newer player. 
A well rounded set of DX discs in 
ideal weights for newer players. This 
trio includes our best sellers and is all 
you need to get started. Includes a 
Driver, Mid-Range and Putter.

Comes with:

• DX Leopard: For long straight 
flights. Our best driver for beginners

• DX Shark: Lightweight to glide in 
the wind, giving longer flights.

• DX Aviar: The Aviar is the #1 putter 
on the planet. Controllable for short 
shots and dependable for putting. 

DX DISC GOLF SET
DISTANCE DRIVER DISTANCE DRIVER

MID-RANGE MID-RANGE

PUTTER PUTTER

$49.99 $28.99

$28.99

DX STACKED SET
This is the same great set as the DX 
Disc Golf Set, only in a smaller, more 
space-conscious package. This set 
stacks well on a shelf and has hang 
tabs for more display options. 
Comes with:

• DX Leopard: For long straight flights.
• DX Shark: The ideal beginner Mid.
• DX Aviar: #1 putter on the planet. 

/GOLF DISCS/DISC SETS
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Distance Drivers are at the pinnacle 
of golf disc design. They offer 
players more distance off the tee 
than other types of golf discs. 
Beginners may find Distance Drivers 
more challenging to control. Proper 
technique is useful to get the most 
flight out of these discs.

B e ne fits

• Deliver maximum distance off the tee
• Our widest selection of models offers a disc 

for every player’s skill level
• Boss (page 19) holds the World Distance 

Record of 1108 feet (338 meters)
• For courses with water hazards, we offer 

floating drivers including the Wahoo (page 
22), and any Blizzard or Star model under 
140 grams floats too

DISTANCE

CONTROL

Distance Driver

Fairway Drivers are designed to offer 
players more accuracy than Distance 
Drivers without sacrificing too much 
distance. These are used when 
keeping the disc on the fairway 
or green is more important than 
maximum distance.

B e ne fits

• Deliver dependable distance control for 
consistent, accurate driving 

• Valuable disc for shorter, controlled drives 
and long approaches

• Easier for beginners to throw than Distance 
Drivers

• Help to increase confidence through added 
control and consistency

• Leopard (page 32) should be everyone’s 
first Fairway Driver

DISTANCE

CONTROL

Fairway Driver

Innova Star Team’s James Conrad

Innova Star Team’s Nate Sexton 
2017 US Champion
Photo by Bob Carey

/GOLF DISCS/DISC TYPES
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Mid-Range discs are great for 
all types of shots. Mids are often 
recommended for your first golf 
disc. They tend to be easier to use 
and have a forgiving nature. Players 
who can master the Mid-Range can 
carve up a wooded course. 

B e ne fits

• Designed to provide accuracy and control 
for mid-range, approach shots and short to 
medium length drives 

• Consistent flights for hard to navigate 
sections of the course

• Roc is the Mid-Range disc of choice for 
competitive players (page 39)

• The Atlas uses our unique in-mold process, 
giving it some of the straightest flights 
available (page 38)

DISTANCE

CONTROL

MID-RANGE DISC

Putt & Approach discs fly true at low 
and medium speeds, which is highly 
desirable when putting. These discs 
are also great for approaches and 
short drives. The quickest way to 
lower scores in disc golf is mastery 
of your Putter.

B e ne fits

• Dependable, accurate and inspires putting 
confidence

• Ideal for controlled upshots, short drives and 
“go for it” shots

• Available in a variety of different models 
and plastics to match unique putting styles 
and grips

• The Aviar is the most popular golf disc ever 
produced (page 47)

DISTANCE

CONTROL

Putt & Approach

Innova Star Team’s Jessica Weese Innova Team’s Lesli Todd

Photo by Innova

/GOLF DISCS/DISC TYPES
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STAR
Innova’s Star plastic offers the best 
combination of grip and durability. 
Bright colors and slow wear mean 
players can throw Star discs for a 
long time. Star models are now 
available down to 130 grams, ideal 
for kids and newer players.

Benefits
• Superior grip  
• All-weather performance
• Long-lasting durability

Star $17.99
Star Atlas $19.99

CHAMPION
Innova’s Champion plastic is the 
original ultra-durable golf disc 
plastic. These discs wear slower 
and last for hundreds of rounds. 
Also available in Glow and colorful 
I-Dye designs. 

Benefits
• SLOWER TO “BEAT IN”
• Most durable plastic
• Beautiful CLEAR look

Champion $16.99
Champion Glow $18.99
I-Dye Champion $18.99

GSTAR
Innova’s GStar is highly grippy and 
slightly softer than our standard 
Star material. Flexibility and 
grip exceeds our other premium 
plastics. The G stands for grippy.

Benefits
• Best premium grip 
• Great for cold weather
• Long-lasting durability

GStar $15.99

METALFLAKE
Formerly only available for special 
custom hotstamp orders, Innova’s 
Metalflake Champion models 
ooze cool. With shimmering bits 
of metallic flake, these discs stand 
out from the pack. 

Benefits
• Great looking 
• Add some bling to your bag
• Superior durability

Metalflake Champion $18.99

ECHOSTAR
Innova’s Echostar is a premium 
plastic made from recycling discs 
that did not meet our quality 
control standards. The result is 
buttery smooth plastic at a great 
price. Made from at least 50% 
recycled plastic.

Benefits
• Best premium grip 
• Great for cold weather
• Better grip than Star

EchoStar $14.99

BLIZZARD
Innova’s Blizzard plastic offers 
players lighter weights in pop-
ular models. Adding thousands 
of microbubbles reduces the 
weight of the plastic.

Benefits
• EASIER TO throw farther
• World record - (1108 ft)
• Under 140g floats in water

Blizzard $16.99
I-Dye Blizzard $18.99

STAR FAMILY CHAMPION FAMILY

INNOVA Offers a plastic for Every player and situation

/GOLF DISCS/PLASTICS
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PRO
Innova’s Pro plastic is manufac-
tured using a unique blend of 
plastics. Pro plastic is designed to 
add grip and glide. It is found in 
fairway & distance drivers.

Benefits
• Superior glide during flight
• Improved grip
• More durable than DX

Pro Drivers  $14.99
I-Dye Pro Drivers  $16.99

R-PRO
Innova’s R-Pro is softer for the best 
all-condition grip and improved 
feel. R-Pro is the best choice for 
cold weather and has a softer feel 
and more flexibility.

Benefits
• Softest feeling in the hand   
• Chain-grabbing action
• Absorbs impacts WELL

R-Pro $13.99
JK Pro $13.99

DX
Our most popular line of plastic. 
Innova’s DX offers the widest 
selection of models and weights. 
Affordably priced with excellent 
grip for adverse weather 
conditions.

Benefits
• Superior all-weather grip
• LOWEST PRICE POINT
• Widest range of models

DX $9.99

XT
Innova’s XT is a durable, firm 
plastic that has good tactile feel in 
the hands. Long lasting wear even 
on rugged courses means you’ll 
get more rounds out of an XT disc.

Benefits
• Extra Tough durability
• Good all-weather grip
• Slow wear-in phase

XT $13.99
XT Nova/Atlas $16.99

KC PRO
A stiff blend of plastic formulat-
ed for grip and reduced wear. 
Tough and stiff, Innova’s KC 
Pro plastic is designed to wear 
slowly over time. Top pros rely 
on the performance of KC Pro.

Benefits
• Consistent flights
• Durable in the woods
• Favored by top pros

KC Pro $13.99

GLOW
DX plastic made to glow-in-the-
dark. Some players like the slightly 
textured feel of Innova’s DX Glow 
plastic while others simply want to 
play disc golf in the dark! 

Benefits
• Glow-in-the-dark
• Grippy all-weather feel
• Provides years of play

Glow $11.99

PRO FAMILY DX FAMILY

From Beginner to Professional, the right plastic for you

/GOLF DISCS/PLASTICS 
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DISTANCE DRIVERS
REACHING PLACES ONCE THOUGHT UNREACHABLE - THESE DO IT BEST

Innova International Team’s Eveliina Salonen
at Gentlemen’s Club Challenge in Las Vegas, NV
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Colossus

Firestorm Colossus

Mamba

Wraith

Wraith Krait Archon Mystere

Daedalus

DominatorApe Boss

Ape Boss

Shryke

ShrykeDominator Groove Katana Vulcan

Monarch

Star�re Orc

OrcStarfire Beast

XCaliber Destroyer

XCaliber Destroyer

TeeDevil

TeeDevil Tern Wahoo

Roadrunner

ThunderbirdFirebird

Firebird Thunderbird Viking Valkyrie Sidewinder

14

13

12

11

10

9

/GOLF DISCS/DISTANCE DRIVERS
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SPEED 14 SPEED 13

APE
The Ape can handle the raw, primal power 
of disc golf ’s biggest arms. Extremely 
fast and stable, the Ape is a must-have 
distance driver for windy conditions 
and sharp doglegs. Sidearm drivers will 
appreciate the Ape’s resistance to intense 
torque. 

[Speed: 13] [Glide: 5] [TURN: 0] [FADE: 4] 

STAR Ape 170-175 gm $17.99 
Champion Ape 173-175 gm $16.99 
Blizzard Ape 130-169 gm $16.99 
DX Ape 173-175 gm $9.99

FIRESTORM
Light up your game with the Firestorm, our newest high speed 
driver. The Firestorm is a stable driver designed to weather 
the toughest conditions. Works equally well for backhand and 
sidearm throws. 

[Speed: 14] [Glide: 4] [TURN: 0] [FADE: 3] 
Star Firestorm 170-175 gm $17.99

COLOSSUS 
The Colossus was our first driver to break the Speed 14 barrier. It 
casts a long shadow. Standing tall atop the golf disc charts, we 
have made a faster driver that can be handled by the masses. 
Power throwers will love the Colossus in a tailwind.

[Speed: 14] [Glide: 5] [TURN: -2] [FADE: 3]  
[Speed: 14] [Glide: 5] [TURN: -1] [FADE: 3]

Star Colossus 150-175 gm $17.99
Champion Colossus 165-175 gm $16.99
GStar Colossus 165-175 gm $15.99

Firestor Colossus Ape

/GOLF DISCS/DISTANCE DRIVERS
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SPEED 13

SHRYKE / HOT!
A high-speed, max-glide Distance Driver that’s perfect for pinning 
down tasty birdies. A mild high-speed turn puts the Shryke in 
glide mode giving it great distance potential. Low speed fade is 
mild, allowing players to keep the Shryke in the fairway. 

[Speed: 13] [Glide: 6] [TURN: -2] [FADE: 2]  
[Speed: 13] [Glide: 6] [TURN: -1] [FADE: 2]

Star SHRYKE 155-175 gm $17.99
Champion SHRYKE 165-175 gm $16.99
Champion Glow SHRYKE 165-175 gm $18.99
GStar SHRYKE 165-175 gm $15.99

DOMINATOR
The Dominator is designed to give the 
best of control and long line shaping for 
higher power players. The Dominator has 
the glide to maximize distance with a 
predicable turn. All Dominators have some 
amount of Blizzard bubbles in them.

[Speed: 13] [Glide: 5] [TURN: -1] [FADE: 2] 

Champion Dominator 160-175 gm $16.99
Blizzard Dominator 150-159 gm $16.99
GStar Dominator 165-175 gm $15.99

BOSS / WORLD RECORD HOLDER
The Boss is large and in charge. It is the farthest flying Distance 
Driver with stability and control. It is a great choice for sidearm or 
backhand throwers. David Wiggins crushed the world record with 
a throw of 1108 feet in 2016. Just try and beat that. 

[Speed: 13] [Glide: 5] [TURN: -1] [FADE: 3]  
[Speed: 13] [Glide: 5] [TURN: 0] [FADE: 3]

Star Boss 130-175 gm $17.99 Champion Boss 170-175 gm $16.99 
DW Blizzard Boss 130-159 gm $16.99 GStar Boss 165-175 gm $15.99
Echostar Boss 170-175 gm $14.99  Pro Boss 165-175 gm $14.99
R-Pro Boss 151-164 gm $13.99 DX Boss 151-175 gm $9.99

Boss Dominator Shryke

/GOLF DISCS/DISTANCE DRIVERS
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VULCAN
The Vulcan was designed for less powerful 
players that want to throw the shots 
of their dreams. Similar in flight to our 
Katana with less low speed fade. Lighter 
weights are available for less powerful 
players. A long-range roller.

[Speed: 13] [Glide: 5] [TURN: -4] [FADE: 2] 
[Speed: 13] [Glide: 5] [TURN: -3] [FADE: 2] 

Star Vulcan 158-175 gm $17.99
Champion Vulcan 165-175 gm $16.99
Blizzard Vulcan 130-159 gm $16.99
GStar Vulcan 165-175 gm $15.99
Pro Vulcan 165-175 gm $14.99

DAEDALUS
The Daedalus has wings to fly far down 
the fairway. The Daedalus is crafted for 
less powerful players. The disc will double 
as a long distance roller for more advanced 
players. The Daedalus likes to be thrown 
low and smooth. Make sure it doesn’t soar 
too close to the sun.

[Speed: 13] [Glide: 6] [TURN: -3] [FADE: 2] 

Star Daedalus 165-175 gm $17.99
Champion Daedalus 165-175 gm $16.99
GStar Daedalus 165-175 gm $15.99

GROOVE
Get into the Groove. The Groove likes to fly 
long and straight, low or high, sidearm or 
backhand. The Groove flight has made it a 
popular disc with a wide range of players.

[Speed: 13] [Glide: 6] [TURN: -2] [FADE: 2] 

Champion Groove 165-175 gm $16.99

KATANA / HOT
The Katana adds glide and user-friendliness to our Speed 13 
Drivers. The Katana is designed for intermediate to advanced 
players looking for extra distance. It is ideal for tailwind distance. 

[Speed: 13] [Glide: 5] [TURN: -3] [FADE: 3]  
[Speed: 13] [Glide: 5] [TURN: -2] [FADE: 3]

Star Katana 160-175 gm $17.99  Metalflake Katana 165-175 gm $18.99  
Champion Katana 165-175 gm $16.99 Blizzard Katana 130-159 gm $16.99 
GStar Katana 160-175 gm $15.99 Echostar Katana 165-175 gm $14.99  
Pro Katana 165-175 gm $14.99 DX Katana 150-175 gm $9.99

Groove Katana Vulcan Daedalus

/GOLF DISCS/DISTANCE DRIVERS
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SPEED 12

XCALIBER
The XCaliber is for those who have got 
to have the biggest and the baddest. 
Extremely fast with glide and stability. This 
is the one for confident bombs in windy 
conditions.

[Speed: 12] [Glide: 5] [TURN: 0] [FADE: 4] 

Star XCaliber 170-175 gm $17.99
Champion XCaliber 173-175 gm $16.99
EchoStar XCaliber 173-175 gm $15.99

DESTROYER / FAVORITE
If there’s one disc that players want to throw big, it is the 
Destroyer. More professional players trust the Destroyer as a go-to 
driver in all conditions. The Destroyer is a great disc for sidearm 
throwers and for those with lots of power. It can also handle 
headwinds.  The Star Destroyer is the signature disc of 4x World 
Champion Paul McBeth.

[Speed: 12] [Glide: 5] [TURN: -1] [FADE: 3] 
PM Star Destroyer 168-175 gm $17.99 Champion Destroyer 170-175 gm $16.99 
Metalflake Destroyer 165-175 gm $18.99 Blizzard Destroyer 130-159 gm $16.99 
GStar Destroyer 165-175 gm $15.99 Echostar Destroyer 165-175 gm $15.99 
Pro Destroyer 168-175 gm $14.99 DX Destroyer 150-175 gm $9.99

XCaliber Destroyer

Innova Star Team’s Nathan Sexton
2017 US Disc Golf Champion

/GOLF DISCS/DISTANCE DRIVERS
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WAHOO
The R-Pro Wahoo is a long range Distance 
Driver that floats in water and will keep 
you at the top of the food chain. The 
Wahoo is a fast disc with a lot of glide. This 
disc has a flight similar to a Dragon with 
increased speed and range. 

[Speed: 12] [Glide: 6] [TURN: -2] [FADE: 2] 

R-Pro Wahoo APPROX 170 gm $13.99

SPEED 11

WRAITH / FAVORITE
The ever popular Wraith is a long, stable Distance Driver. The Star 
Wraith is the driver of choice for Twelve-Time World Champion 
Ken Climo. The Wraith provides great distance for players of all 
skill levels.

[Speed: 11] [Glide: 5] [TURN: -1] [FADE: 3] 
KC Star Wraith 130-175 gm $17.99 Champion Wraith 170-175 gm $16.99 
MetalFlake Wraith 165-175 gm $18.99 Blizzard Wraith 130-159 gm $16.99 
GStar Wraith 165-175 gm $15.99  Echostar Wraith 170-175 gm $14.99 
Pro Wraith 165-175 gm $14.99 DX Wraith 150-175 gm $9.99 
Glow DX Wraith 165-175 gm $11.99

TERN / HOT!
Excellent speed and glide and a flight path 
that maximizes glide over the entire flight. 
The Tern is perfect for players looking to 
stretch their drives out. Power throwers 
will want to try the Champion Tern. 

[Speed: 12] [Glide: 6] [TURN: -3] [FADE: 2] 
[Speed: 12] [Glide: 6] [TURN: -2] [FADE: 2] 

Star Tern 130-175 gm $17.99
GStar Tern 165-175 gm $15.99
Champion Tern 160-175 gm $16.99
Champion Glow Tern 165-175 gm $18.99
Echostar Tern 165-175 gm $14.99
Pro Tern 165-175 gm $14.99

TEEDEVIL
The TeeDevil was designed to give the 
thrower huge distance along with 
complete control. The increased glide 
and decreased fade lead to an easily 
controlled Distance Driver that really rips! 
The TeeDevil was made to be your go-to 
distance driver. An ideal choice for almost 
any shot off the tee.  

[Speed: 12] [Glide: 5] [TURN: -1] [FADE: 2] 

Blizzard TeeDevil 130-159 gm $16.99

TernTeeDevil Wahoo Wraith

/GOLF DISCS/DISTANCE DRIVERS
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KRAIT
The Krait has a sleek center-cut flight that 
can really cruise when it flips up at speed. 
Throw it with power and expect smooth 
control and a good finish. Power players 
can use the Krait as a finesse driver. 

[Speed: 11] [Glide: 5] [TURN: -1] [FADE: 2] 

Champion Krait 165-175 gm $16.99
Blizzard Krait 130-159 gm $16.99
GStar Krait 165-175 gm $15.99

ARCHON
The Archon is the finesse you need when 
the course throws you curves. It blends the 
graceful long turn of the Katana with the 
smooth fade of a Wraith. This is the disc 
for players looking to master their game 
and rule the course.

[Speed: 11] [Glide: 5] [TURN: -2] [FADE: 2] 

Star Archon 165-175 gm $17.99 
Champion Archon 165-175 gm $16.99 
Champion Glow Archon 165-175 gm $18.99 
GSTAR Archon 165-175 gm $15.99
Echostar Archon 165-175 gm $14.99

MYSTERE 
The Mystere has the speed and glide to suit players who don’t 
crush with impunity. The turn and glide will bolster throws to add 
distance. Big arms can look to the Mystere for big tailwind shots 
and long flex shots.

[Speed: 11] [Glide: 6] [TURN: -2] [FADE: 2] 
GStar Mystere 165-175 gm $15.99

MAMBA
The Mamba has more high speed turn 
than any of our long range drivers, it 
might be the easiest disc to roll when 
brand new. For those with less driving 
speed, it will add distance. For the 
medium armed crowd, choose the Mamba 
for turnovers and huge rollers.      

[Speed: 11] [Glide: 6] [TURN: -5] [FADE: 1] 

Star Mamba 139-175 gm $17.99
Champion Mamba 150-175 gm $16.99
Metalflake Mamba 150-175 gm $18.99
GStar Mamba 165-175 gm $15.99
Echostar Mamba 165-175 gm $14.99

Mystere MambaKrait Archon

/GOLF DISCS/DISTANCE DRIVERS
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SPEED 10

STARFIRE
Let the Starfire make you a Star. The Star-
fire is great into headwinds and flies long 
and flat. It is a triple threat with speed, 
accuracy and stability. The Pro version is a 
great choice for players learning to throw 
for distance. 

[Speed: 10] [Glide: 4] [TURN: 0] [FADE: 3] 
[Speed: 10] [Glide: 5] [TURN: -1] [FADE: 2]

Star Starfire 165-175 gm $17.99 
Champion Starfire 160-175 gm $16.99
GStar Starfire 165-175 gm $15.99
Pro Starfire 165-175 gm $14.99
DX Starfire 150-175 gm $9.99

ORC
The Orc is a versatile long range Distance 
Driver.  It is great for straight ahead power 
throws and long gentle hyzer shots. 
Suitable for a wide range of players.

[Speed: 10] [Glide: 4] [TURN: -1] [FADE: 3] 

Star Orc 160-175 gm $17.99 
Champion Orc 160-175 gm $16.99
GStar Orc 165-175 gm $15.99
Pro Orc 165-175 gm $14.99
DX Orc 150-175 gm $9.99

BEAST
The Beast is one of our longest gliding 
Distance Drivers. The Beast can boost 
driving distance of beginners and pros 
alike. It also doubles as a long distance 
roller. Signature disc for Two-Time World 
Champion Barry Schultz.

[Speed: 10] [Glide: 5] [TURN: -2] [FADE: 2] 

Star Beast 164-175 gm $17.99  
BS Champion Beast 160-175 gm $16.99
Blizzard Beast 130-159 gm $16.99
GStar Beast 165-175 gm $15.99
Pro Beast 165-175 gm $14.99 
Glow DX Beast 165-175 gm $11.99
DX Beast 150-175 gm $9.99

Star�re Orc beast

Innova Star Team’s Jen Allen
at 2017 Gentlemen’s Club Challenge
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MONARCH
The Monarch features a unique grooved 
rim. This rim gives it significant high speed 
turn available at slower arm speeds. This 
predictable high speed turn makes the 
Monarch a good choice for beginning 
players. It also makes a great beginner 
roller disc.

[Speed: 10] [Glide: 5] [TURN: -4] [FADE: 1] 

Champion Monarch 153-175 gm $16.99

SPEED 9

FIREBIRD
The Firebird has long been one of our 
most popular upwind Distance Drivers. 
The Firebird’s superior speed and high 
speed stability make play on windy 
days a breeze. A favorite of sidearm and 
overhead throwers.

[Speed: 9] [Glide: 3] [TURN: 0] [FADE: 4]

Star Firebird 165-175 gm $17.99
KC Champion Firebird 150-175 gm $16.99 
GStar Firebird 165-175 gm $15.99 
DX Firebird 150-175 gm $9.99

THUNDERBIRD / HOT!
The Thunderbird comes from strong bloodlines. It can be de-
scribed as a seasoned Firebird with less fade. The Thunderbird is 
predictable in wind and a great long range placement driver. Pros 
will appreciate the shot shaping ability of this driver while less 
experienced players will find a consistent, predictable flight. Paul 
McBeth chose the Champion Thunderbird as a signature model.

[Speed: 9] [Glide: 5] [TURN: 0] [FADE: 2] 
Star Thunderbird 165-175 gm $17.99 PM Champ Thunderbird 165-175 gm $16.99 
M’FLAKE Thunderbird 165-175 gm $18.99 GSTAR Thunderbird 165-175 gm $15.99
Pro Thunderbird 165-175 gm $14.99 DX Thunderbird 165-175 gm $9.99

Monarch Firebird Thunderbird

VIKING
The Viking is our straightest and most 
versatile Distance Driver from start to 
finish. An excellent choice for long, narrow 
fairway shots, as well as graceful left or 
right turning shots.

[Speed: 9] [Glide: 4] [TURN: -1] [FADE: 2] 

Champion Viking 160-175 gm $16.99
DX Viking 150-175 gm $9.99

Savant
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SPEED 9

SIDEWINDER
The Sidewinder is one of our best discs 
for long turnover shots and long distance 
rollers. It has great glide and can add 
distance to anyone’s drive, but is ideal for 
players with less power.

[Speed: 9] [Glide: 5] [TURN: -3] [FADE: 1]

Star Sidewinder 130-175 gm $17.99 
Champion Sidewinder 150-175 gm $16.99
GStar Sidewinder 165-175 gm $15.99
DX Sidewinder 150-175 gm $9.99

ROADRUNNER
The Roadrunner is a versatile long range 
Distance Driver with lots of glide. It makes 
an excellent finesse driver or long range 
roller. It has the accuracy of a Fairway 
Driver but can roll with the best. 

[Speed: 9] [Glide: 5] [TURN: -4] [FADE: 1] 

Star Roadrunner 130-175 gm $17.99
Champion Roadrunner 165-175 gm $16.99
GStar Roadrunner 165-175 gm $15.99
Echostar Roadrunner 165-175 gm $14.99

VALKYRIE / FAVORITE
The Valkyrie is one of our most versatile drivers. This is the 
disc that set the world record of 820 feet in 2002. That record 
stood for 10 long years. The Valkyrie is one of our most popular 
beginner discs. It also makes a great long-range roller. Players of 
all abilities can find a reason to throw the Valkyrie.

[Speed: 9] [Glide: 4] [TURN: -2] [FADE: 2] 
Star Valkyrie 130-175 gm $17.99 Champion Valkyrie 150-175 gm $16.99 
GStar Valkyrie 150-175 gm $15.99  Echostar Valkyrie 170-175 gm $14.99 
Pro Valkyrie 160-175 gm $14.99 Glow DX Valkyrie 165-175 gm $11.99 
DX Valkyrie 150-175 gm $9.99

SidewinderViking Valkyrie

Photo by Innova Ambassador,  Jay McCarthy 
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DISC FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS
Each disc uses a unique airfoil design that will react differently 
when thrown. 

Red flights ( , , & ) will require more power or advanced 
technique to achieve full flight. These are only recommended 
for experienced players or windy play.

Green flights ( , , & ) are better for newer players, these 
discs are more forgiving and will fly farther with less effort.

Orange and yellow flights (  & ) are our straightest fliers in 
their speed category. These are discs designed for controlled 
flight in most conditions.
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FAIRWAY DRIVERS
THE PERFECT COMBINATION OF CONTROL AND DISTANCE

Innova Star Team’s Philo Brathwaite
Photo by Bob Carey 
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8

7

6
Innova Star Team’s Jessica Weese 

at 2017 Gentlemen’s Club Challenge
Las Vegas, NV

Viper CheetahTeeBird3 TL3 ArchangelDragon

Banshee TeeBird Eagle TL Leopard3

Viper Cheetah Leopard
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SPEED 8

DRAGON
The Dragon’s main feature is that it floats if 
it ends up in the water. It is a lightweight 
driver made from grippy plastic and it has 
excellent glide for less powerful throwers 
who want to get more distance with less 
effort. All Dragons are 150 grams.

[Speed: 8] [Glide: 5] [TURN: -2] [FADE: 2] 

DX Dragon 150 gm $9.99

ARCHANGEL
The Archangel is one of the easiest drivers 
for beginners to learn to throw far. Its glide 
is even more dramatic in lighter weights.  
Excellent for high turnover shots and 
rollers too. The Archangel is one of the best 
discs for high altitude play.  

[Speed: 8] [Glide: 6] [TURN: -4] [FADE: 1] 

DX Archangel 150-175 gm $9.99

TEEBIRD3
The TeeBird3 represents the evolution of 
the TeeBird. Many people have described a 
lot of discs as a “faster TeeBird”, but this is 
the real deal. The flat flight plate promotes 
speed while reducing glide, effectively 
producing consistent, accurate flights. 
This is a point and shoot, target specific 
Fairway Driver. 

[Speed: 8] [Glide: 4] [TURN: 0] [FADE: 2] 

Star Teebird3 165-175 gm $17.99
MetalFlake TeeBird3 165-175 gm $18.99
GStar TeeBird3 165-175 gm $15.99

TL3
The TL3 is the evolution of the TL. Much 
like the longer faster TeeBird3, the TL3 
has a bit more speed and a little less glide 
for more control. Think: TeeBird control, 
straighter flight AND finish.

[Speed: 8] [Glide: 4] [TURN: 0] [FADE: 1] 

Star TL3 160-175 gm $17.99
GStar TL3 165-175 gm $15.99

TeeBird3 ArchangelTL3 Dragon

Innova Team Champion’s Karl Johan Nybo
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SPEED 7

EAGLE
For over a decade, the Eagle has been 
soaring over fairways. The distance and 
control of the Eagle was a godsend when 
it was released, immediately becoming 
THE #1 driver in disc golf. Keep one in your 
bag for sidearms or S-turns. The Eagle is 
graceful, swift and fierce all at once.

[Speed: 7] [Glide: 4] [TURN: -1] [FADE: 3] 

Star Eagle 150-175 gm $17.99
KC Champion Eagle 150-175 gm $16.99
DX Eagle 150-175 gm $9.99

TL
The TL is one of the most controllable 
discs on the market. It has a great straight 
flight with lots of glide and little fade. 
Great for long straight tunnel shots and 
when keeping your disc in the fairway is 
important.

[Speed: 7] [Glide: 5] [TURN: 0] [FADE: 1] 

Star TL 160-175 gm $17.99 
Champion TL 165-175 gm $16.99

BANSHEE
The Banshee is very reliable in all wind 
conditions and will fly far and accurate-
ly into the wind.  An excellent power 
disc for backhand and sidearm. 

[Speed: 7] [Glide: 3] [TURN: 0] [FADE: 3]

 Champion Banshee 150-175 gm $16.99
DX Banshee 150-175 gm $9.99

TEEBIRD / FAVORITE
The TeeBird is our most accurate and reliable driver. It is the top 
choice for pros including 12-Time World Champion Ken Climo 
and 2009 World Champion, Avery Jenkins. Excellent for pin-point 
accuracy and distance too.

[Speed: 7] [Glide: 5] [TURN: 0] [FADE: 2] 
AJ Star TeeBird 130-175 gm $17.99 KC Champion TeeBird 150-175 gm $16.99 
Metalflake TeeBird 165-175 gm $18.99  GStar TeeBird 165-175 gm $15.99
Echostar TeeBird 173-175 gm $14.99 Glow DX TeeBird 165-175 gm $11.99 
DX TeeBird 150-175 gm $9.99

Banshee TLTeebird Eagle
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SPEED 6SPEED 7

VIPER
The Viper is a large diameter overstable 
disc that is reliable in all wind conditions. 
The Viper changed the way disc golf is 
played by becoming the first disc used 
for the “Flex Shot”. Excellent choice for 
sidearm throwers. Recommended for 
experienced players.

[Speed: 6] [Glide: 4] [TURN: +1] [FADE: 5]

DX Viper 150-180 gm $9.99

LEOPARD / BEST SELLER
Endorsed by Two-Time World Champion 
Barry Schultz, the Leopard should be 
everyone’s first Fairway Driver. Useful for 
long straight shots, gentle hyzers and 
turnover shots. The Leopard makes a great 
roller once it becomes “experienced”. 

[Speed: 6] [Glide: 5] [TURN: -2] [FADE: 1]

Star Leopard 150-175 gm $17.99
BS Champion Leopard 150-175 gm $16.99 
GStar Leopard 165-175 gm $15.99
Echostar Leopard 165-175 gm $14.99
Pro Leopard 150-175 gm $14.99
DX Leopard 150-175 gm $9.99

CHEETAH
The Cheetah is a great driver for throwing 
straight long shots at any skill level.  It is a 
very versatile disc that is predictably stable 
at lower speeds and will turnover slightly 
at higher speeds. It is an excellent disc 
choice for younger disc golfers.

[Speed: 6] [Glide: 4] [TURN: -2] [FADE: 2] 

DX CHEETAH 150-175 gm $9.99

LEOPARD3 / HOT!
The Leopard3 has a nice controllable turn right out of the box. 
It can be thrown smooth for straighter shots, or harder for more 
turn. Adjusting the angle of release allows the Leopard3 to be an 
incredibly versatile fairway driver.

[Speed: 7] [Glide: 5] [TURN: -2] [FADE: 1] 
Star Leopard3 165-175 gm $17.99
Champion Leopard3 165-175 gm $16.99
Champion Glow Leopard3 165-175 gm $18.99
GStar Leopard3 165-175 gm $15.99
DX Leopard3 150-175 gm $9.99

Leopard3 LeopardViper Cheetah
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DISC FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS 
Each disc uses a unique airfoil design that will react differently 
when thrown. 

Red flights ( , , & ) will require more power or advanced 
technique to achieve full flight. These are only recommended 

for experienced players or windy play.

Green flights ( , , & ) are better for newer players, these 
discs are more forgiving and will fly farther with less effort.

Orange and yellow flights (  & ) are our straightest fliers in 
their speed category. These are discs designed for controlled 
flight in most conditions.
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Innova Star Team’s Jeremy Koling
2016 US Disc Golf Champion 
Photo by Bob Carey
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MID-RANGE DISCS
THE WORKHORSES FOR MEDIUM LENGTH DRIVES AND FINESSE SHOTS

Innova Star Team’s Jennifer Allen
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Gator

Caiman

Gator

Gator

Spider

Spider PantherSkeeter

Wolf

Shark

 

Roc

Roc

Roc

Rat VRocShark Cobra Stingray

Wombat3Wombat

Shark3Roc3

 Roc3

Roc3

RocX3 AtlasShark3 Mako3 Manta

5

5

4

NEW!

COMING 2018!

Innova Star Team’s Lisa Fajkus
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SPEED 5

SPIDER
The Spider is a Mid-Range disc that works 
for hyzer, straight and turnover throws. 
Throw it with the nose up and the Spider 
will turn left. Throw it with the nose down 
and it will turn right. 

[Speed: 5] [Glide: 3] [TURN: 0] [FADE: 1] 

Star Spider 170-175 gm $17.99
DX Spider 150-175 gm $9.99

SKEETER
The Skeeter is all you need to get started 
disc golfing. The Skeeter has a straight 
flight and slight, but dependable fade. 
Great for putting, approaching and short 
drives. The Skeeter is a great beginner 
disc. Available in lighter weights for 
younger players.

[Speed: 5] [Glide: 5] [TURN: -1] [FADE: 1] 

Star Skeeter 150-175 gm $17.99
GStar Skeeter 150-175 gm $15.99
R-Pro Skeeter 165-175 gm $13.99
DX Skeeter 150-175 gm $9.99

GATOR
The Gator is a power control disc that de-
livers pin-point accuracy, even in adverse 
wind conditions. This is the disc for high 
power throwers who need to control their 
accuracy. 

[Speed: 5] [Glide: 2] [TURN: 0] [FADE: 4] 

Star Gator 170-175 gm $17.99
Metalflake Gator 170-175 gm $18.99
DX Gator 150-175 gm $9.99

Gator Spider

CAIMAN / COMING 2018
The Caiman is an overstable mid with slightly more speed than 
our other Mid-Range discs. Low profile with dependable fight 
in the wind or when you want a predictable fade or skip. The 
Caiman is a versatile mid that works for both side arm and back 
hand throws. 

[Speed: 5.5] [Glide: 2] [TURN: 0] [FADE: 4] 
Champion CAIMAN 165-175 gm $16.99

Caiman Skeeter
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PANTHER
Players of all abilities can use the Panther 
for throwing short, medium and long 
approach shots. The Panther is a perfect 
disc for those learning to throw a slow 
controlled turnover shot. Thrown as a 
roller, it will work for medium to long 
range shots.

[Speed: 5] [Glide: 4] [TURN: -2] [FADE: 1] 

Champion Panther 165-175 gm $16.99

Panther

SPEED 5

ROCX3 / NEW!
Extra stable, extra reliable. Thirty years after we first launched the 
Roc, we introduce our most overstable version yet, the RocX3. It 
has a low profile and hefty rim to create extra stability, making it 
the ideal Mid-Range for windy conditions and forehand throws. 
Power players will love the control. 

[Speed: 5] [Glide: 4] [TURN: 0] [FADE: 3.5] 
Star RocX3 165-180 gm $17.99
Champion RocX3 165-180 gm $16.99

Roc3

ROC3 / FAVORITE
The Roc3 is geared to be a fast, straight Roc that excels at con-
trolled approaches & mid-range drives. Available in a wide variety 
of candy-like colors, the Roc3 is too sweet to resist. The Roc3 is a 
signature disc of Paul McBeth, Four-Time PDGA World Champion.

[Speed: 5] [Glide: 4] [TURN: 0] [FADE: 3] 
Star Roc3 165-180 gm $17.99
PM Champion Roc3 165-180 gm $16.99
Champion Glow Roc3 170-180 gm $18.99
MetalFlake Champion Roc3 175-180 gm $18.99
GStar Roc3 170-180 gm $15.99
DX Roc3 165-180 gm $9.99

Roc3
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SPEED 5

WOMBAT
The Wombat with VTech feels great in the 
hand and is easy to throw. The VTech rim 
adds torque resistance. Straight shots still 
go straight while turnovers stay turned 
with a gentle flat landing. Get the original 
Wombat while supplies last. 

[Speed: 5] [Glide: 6] [TURN: -1] [FADE: 0] 

Champion Wombat 165-180 gm $16.99
GStar Wombat 165-180 gm $15.99

Manta

MAKO3
This Mid-Range disc is the perfect solution 
for anyone who wants a straight flyer with 
very limited fade. The Mako3 is slightly 
faster than the original Mako. Players will 
like the Mako3’s glide for added distance. 
The easy to grip and release rim offers 
clean consistent releases. The Mako3 is a 
great disc for one disc rounds.

[Speed: 5] [Glide: 5] [TURN: 0] [FADE: 0] 

Star Mako3 170-180 gm $17.99 
Champion Mako3 170-180 gm $16.99
GStar Mako3 170-180 gm $15.99

Mako3

SHARK3
The Shark3 swims smoothly down the 
fairway. This predictable shot shaper 
features a smooth rim and consistent 
release. Rescue long approaches and 
circle the pin with the Shark3.

[Speed: 5] [Glide: 4] [TURN: 0] [FADE: 2]

Champion Shark3 175-180 gm $16.99

Shark3

ATLAS
The Atlas is an overmold that combines a 
firm, low-profile flight plate with a grippy 
rim. This Mid-Range flies straight with 
minimal fade, combining accuracy and 
control with an ergonomic grip. Choose XT 
if you are looking for a straight flyer that 
will gradually beat in as it wears.

[Speed: 5] [Glide: 4] [TURN: 0] [FADE: 1]

Star Atlas 165-180 gm $19.99 
Champion Atlas 165-180 gm $19.99
XT Atlas 165-180 gm $16.99

Atlas

Photo by Ryan Cigler
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SPEED 4

ROC / FAVORITE
The Roc is a favorite of pros and amateurs alike. Smooth, accurate 
flight in any wind condition makes this a must for any serious 
player’s game. When new, it is a consistent, accurate wind beat-
er. Well worn, the Roc becomes a trusted and consistent finesse 
disc with a slow, predictable turn. The Roc is an instant classic.

[Speed: 4] [Glide: 4] [TURN: 0] [FADE: 3] 
Star Rancho Roc 170-180 gm $17.99
Star San Marino Roc 170-180 gm $17.99
KC Pro Roc 150-180 gm $13.99 
Glow DX Roc 165-180 gm $11.99 
DX Roc 150-180 gm $9.99

MANTA
The Manta is a VTech version of the 
Stingray that offers more control. The 
Manta has a gentle turn when thrown 
with power, and smooth straight glide 
when thrown flat with moderate power. 
The Manta is a good choice for beginners, 
and is ideal for players looking for a “beat 
in” Mid-Range for finesse shots. 

[Speed: 5] [Glide: 5] [TURN: -2] [FADE: 1] 

Star Manta 165-180 gm $17.99
Champion Manta 165-180 gm $16.99
DX Manta 150-180 gm $9.99

Manta Roc

WOMBAT3 / NEW!
Great Feel, Straight Flight. The Wombat3 feels great in the hand 
and is easy to throw. The VTech rim and lower profile adds extra 
torque resistance, great for sidearm throws. Straight shots still go 
straight while turnovers stay turned with a gentle landing.

[Speed: 5] [Glide: 6] [TURN: -1] [FADE: 0] 
Star Wombat3 170-180 gm $17.99 
DX Wombat3 150-180 gm $9.99

VCobra
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SPEED 4

COBRA
The Cobra is an excellent all-around disc 
that is easy to throw. Great for rollers, 
turnovers and finesse shots, it is a bag of 
tricks in one disc. The Cobra is a long time 
favorite because it gets better with age. 
The DX Cobra is a terrific disc for beginners. 

[Speed: 4] [Glide: 5] [TURN: -2] [FADE: 2] 

DX Cobra 150-180 gm $9.99

VROC
The VRoc is an improved Roc that flies just 
like a trusty worn in Roc only with more 
torque resistance and a little less fade. It 
has slightly longer range than a Roc as 
a nice bonus. The VRoc is good to go for 
shot shaping Mid-Range duty right out 
of the box.

[Speed: 4] [Glide: 4] [TURN: 0] [FADE: 1] 

Star VRoc 165-180 gm $17.99
Champion VRoc 165-180 gm $16.99
Metalflake Ch. VRoc 175-180 gm $18.99
GStar VRoc 165-180 gm $15.99
DX VRoc 165-180 gm $9.99

VRoc Cobra

SHARK
Point and shoot predictability is why 
the Shark is our best-selling Mid-
Range. The Shark features the predict-
ability of a Roc, but with a straighter 
flight. This is one of the best all around 
discs for a beginner, but don’t tell that 
to top pros. Because they count on it for 
one reason: Predictability.

[Speed: 4] [Glide: 4] [TURN: 0] [FADE: 2]

Star Shark 165-180 gm $17.99
GStar Shark 170-180 gm $15.99
DX Shark 150-180 gm $9.99

Shark

RAT / COMING 2018
The Rat is sneaking into our Mid-Range line up in 2018. This small 
diameter disc has amazing stability and is very side arm friendly. 
Ideal for power approaches when you want to stick the landing. 
The Rat has a stable high speed flight with a predictable fade. 

[Speed: 4] [Glide: 2] [TURN: 0] [FADE: 3] 
Star RAT 165-175 gm $17.99

RAT
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STINGRAY
The Stingray is our best Mid-Range disc for 
turning shots. It has excellent glide and a 
flight pattern that helps stretch out shots 
for newer players. The ‘ray is one of our 
most popular rollers.

[Speed: 4] [Glide: 5] [TURN: -3] [FADE: 1] 

Star Stingray 165-180 gm $17.99 
DX Stingray 150-180 gm $9.99

WOLF
The Wolf features the Thumtrac® for great 
grip and reliability.It is great for threading 
narrow fairways as well as turnover shots. 
A skilled player can get lay down some 
amazing rollers with a Wolf. Beginners will 
be able to maximize the flight better than 
most other Mid-Ranges.

[Speed: 4] [Glide: 3] [TURN: -4] [FADE: 1] 

DX Wolf 150-180 gm $9.99
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DISC FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS
Each disc uses a unique airfoil design that will react differently 
when thrown. 

Red flights ( , , & ) will require more power or advanced 
technique to achieve full flight. These are only recommended 

for experienced players or windy play.

Green flights ( , , & ) are better for newer players, these 
discs are more forgiving and will fly farther with less effort.

Orange and yellow flights (  & ) are our straightest fliers in 
their speed category. These are discs designed for controlled 
flight in most conditions.

Stingray Wolf

/GOLF DISCS/MID-RANGE DISCS
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PUTT & APPROACH
ESSENTIAL FOR PUTTING AND IMPORTANT FOR UPSHOTS AND SHORT DRIVES

4x World Champion Paul McBeth
at 2017 Gentlemen’s Club Challenge

in Las Vegas, NV42
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SPEED 3

PIG
The Pig was designed for wind play.  Also 
great for short range spike shots and over-
stable putting. The Thumtrac® provides 
a sure grip on both sidearm throws and 
putts. Players will appreciate the Pig when 
the winds kick up.

[Speed: 3] [Glide: 1] [TURN: 0] [FADE: 3] 

R-Pro Pig 170-175 gm $13.99

HYDRA
The Hydra is our only Putter that floats 
in water. Confident flights are the norm 
regardless of most wind conditions. The 
Hydra uses a special grippy plastic that 
inspires confidence in wet or dry weather. 
All Hydras weigh around 172 grams. 

[Speed: 3] [Glide: 3] [TURN: 0] [FADE: 2] 

R-Pro Hydra  172 gm $13.99

DART
Available in a wide variety of plastics, the 
Dart is especially good for long range putts 
and “go-for-it” shots. It has a flight similar 
to our Aviar Putt & Approach but has less 
low speed fade and a little more range. 
One nice thing about this disc is that it 
holds the line for a long time.  

[Speed: 3] [Glide: 4] [TURN: 0] [FADE: 0] 

Star Dart 165-175 gm $17.99
Champion Dart 150-175 gm $16.99
GStar Dart 165-175 gm $15.99
Echostar Dart 170-175 gm $14.99
R-Pro Dart 150-175 gm $13.99
DX Dart 150-175 gm $9.99

STUD
Stud is a low profile putt approach short driver.  It can be thrown 
hard or soft and maintains a straight flight with a very mild fade.

[Speed: 3] [Glide: 3] [TURN: 0] [FADE: 2] 
Star Stud 165-175 gm $16.99 
XT STUD 165-175 gm $13.99
DX Stud 165-175 gm $9.99

Pig Hydra DartStud

/GOLF DISCS/PUTT & APPROACH DISCS
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COLT
The Colt is a small diameter putt and approach disc similar to our 
XD. It is a smooth straight flyer, that can also perform well for 
slow turnover shots that won’t come crashing back. The Colt is a 
VTech design, which provides extra torque resistance making it 
suitable for sidearm and windy play.

[Speed: 3] [Glide: 4] [TURN: -1] [FADE: 1] 
Star Colt 165-175 gm $17.99 
GStar Colt 165-175 gm $15.99 
XT Colt 165-175 gm $13.99 
DX Colt 150-175 gm $9.99

Colt

MIRAGE 
The Mirage is a low profile putter with a 
great straight flight. It is a versatile putter 
that acts more like a Mid-Range with an 
very neutral flight. Perfect as an all around 
disc for new players and one disc rounds. 

[Speed: 3] [Glide: 4] [TURN: -3] [FADE: 0] 

Star Mirage 160-175 gm $17.99
DX MIRAGE 150-175 gm $9.99

Mirage

WEDGE
The Wedge is easy to grip and release for 
smaller hands or for those who prefer a 
low profile straight flying Putter. When 
used as a Putter, it has a great neutral 
flight. For beginners, the Wedge is a great 
all around disc because of its straight flight 
and minimal fade. 

[Speed: 3.5] [Glide: 3] [TURN: -3] [FADE: 1] 

Star Wedge 150-175 gm $17.99
DX Wedge 150-175 gm $9.99

Wedge

Photo by Damon Henry

/GOLF DISCS/PUTT & APPROACH DISCS
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About the Aviar 
The Aviar hit the scene in 1984, instantly 
becoming THE disc that players everywhere 
needed to be throwing. It was the putter of 
choice for Ken Climo when he won 10 World 
Championships in a row. 
Today there are many models of Aviar, from the 
brand new overstable AviarX3 to the Classic 
Aviar, known for true straight flights from the 
first throw. 
34 years later, we still sell more Aviars than any 
other model. It is a testament to a perfect disc... 
one of the first disc models Innova ever created. 
If we could go back and do it all over again, we 
wouldn’t change a thing.

Old AVIAR ad and retail box

/GOLF DISCS/PUTT & APPROACH DISCS
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AVIAR

AVIARX3 / NEW!
The newest member of the Aviar family is a serious fighter. The 
AviarX3 is the most overstable among its siblings. This is Innova’s 
most overstable Aviar model to date. The AviarX3 is ideal for 
headwind upshots and drives. AviarX3 is extremely torque-
resistant. It has more high speed stability than the Aviar3. 

[Speed: 3] [Glide: 2] [TURN: 0] [FADE: 3] 
Star AviarX3 150-175 gm $17.99
DX AviarX3 165-175 gm $9.99

JK PRO AVIAR-X
The JK (Juliana Korver) Aviar is made 
from the Big Bead Aviar Driver mold. 
Made of R-Pro, it is more flexible and 
grippier than other Aviar models. 
Like all Aviars, it is perfect for driving, 
approaching and putting. 

[Speed: 2] [Glide: 3] [TURN: 0] [FADE: 2] 

JK Pro Aviar-X 160-175 gm $13.99

KC PRO AVIAR
The KC (Ken Climo) Pro Aviar is made from 
the Big Bead Aviar Driver mold in a firm 
blend of special Pro plastic for players who 
prefer a stiffer disc. The preferred model of 
top pro players. 

[Speed: 2] [Glide: 3] [TURN: 0] [FADE: 2] 

KC Pro Aviar 160-175 gm $13.99

Big Bead AviarAviarX3 Big Bead Aviar

Innova Team Champion’s
Gregg Barsby is stoked after a  

huge putt at 2017 European Open

/GOLF DISCS/PUTT & APPROACH DISCS
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AVIAR

AVIAR / MOST POPULAR
The Aviar Putt & Approach is the number one Putter in disc golf. 
Aviar is our most popular disc having won more World Champi-
onships than all other Putters combined.

[Speed: 2] [Glide: 3] [TURN: 0] [FADE: 1] 
Star Aviar 150-175 gm $17.99
Champion Aviar 165-175 gm $16.99
GStar Aviar 165-175 gm $15.99
XT Aviar 165-175 gm $13.99
R-Pro Aviar 155-175 gm $13.99
Glow DX Aviar 170-175 gm $11.99 
DX Aviar 150-175 gm $9.99

Aviar

YETI PRO AVIAR
The unique slightly concave top of the Yeti 
allows for a lower profile and a straighter 
flight than our other big bead models. The 
Yeti Pro Aviar is a straight flying putter 
that works well on the course too. We’ve 
developed the Yeti in a firm, grippy blend 
of R-Pro plastic  that feels great in any 
weather. 

[Speed: 2] [Glide: 3] [TURN: 0] [FADE: 1] 

Yeti Pro Aviar 160-175 gm $13.99

Yeti

AVIAR3
The Aviar3 takes the #1 putter in disc golf and slams it flat to 
make it an ideal driving putter. It has more speed with less carry 
for aggressive putters. Flat-topped and fierce like a Marine.

[Speed: 3] [Glide: 2] [TURN: 0] [FADE: 2] 
Star Aviar3 150-175 gm $17.99 
DX Aviar3 150-175 gm $9.99

Aviar3

/GOLF DISCS/PUTT & APPROACH DISCS
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CLASSIC AVIAR
The Classic Aviar has a firm grip and is our 
straightest flying Aviar model from start 
to finish. Reliable in all conditions and is 
excellent for drives, approach shots and 
putts. The “Grid” design goes back to the 
early days of the Aviar... in the 1980s. It’s 
a classic. 

[Speed: 2] [Glide: 3] [TURN: 0] [FADE: 0] 

DX Classic Aviar 150-175 gm $9.99

Aviar

Players across the globe have been throwing Aviars for over 30 years. Here’s a sampling of our Team Innova players and their favorite Aviars.

/GOLF DISCS/PUTT & APPROACH DISCS
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SPEED 2

RHYNO
The Rhyno is essential in the wind for 
short to medium range shots. The Rhyno’s 
Thumtrac® gives it a sure grip and reliable 
performance in any situation. 

[Speed: 2] [Glide: 1] [TURN: 0] [FADE: 3] 

Star Rhyno 170-175 gm $17.99
Champion Rhyno 160-175 gm $ 16.99 
GStar Rhyno 165-175 gm $15.99
R-Pro Rhyno 160-175 gm $13.99 
DX Rhyno 150-175 gm $9.99

WHALE
The Whale is an extra stable putter that 
doubles as a short range driver.  It has 
relatively small low speed over stability. 
The extra mass in the rim gives a good feel 
in the hand and extra torque resistance 
when throwing hard, which means you 
can whale on it. 

[Speed: 2] [Glide: 3] [TURN: 0] [FADE: 1] 

Champion Whale 165-175 gm $ 16.99
GStar Whale 165-175 gm $15.99
XT Whale 165-175 gm $13.99 
DX Whale 150-175 gm $9.99

Rhyno Whale

NOVA / UNIQUE!
The Nova is a triumph of overmold technology. XT plastic gives 
the Nova superior grip and a straight and consistent flight. 
Thrown hard or smooth the Nova flies true and stops on a dime. 
Four-time World Champion Paul McBeth trusts the Nova for up-
shots at the biggest events. The unique two-part mold deadens 
impacts allowing more putts to stick. Players everywhere have 
added the Nova to the bag to lower scores. 

[Speed: 2] [Glide: 3] [TURN: 0] [FADE: 0] 
XT NOVA 165-175 gm $16.99

Nova

SPEED 1

BIRDIE
The Birdie  is our best “go-for-it” disc and 
an excellent approach disc. It is a slow, 
straight Putter that lessens the chances 
of overshooting the green. The sure 
Thumtrac® grip makes it easy to grip and 
throw the Birdie.

[Speed: 1] [Glide: 2] [TURN: 0] [FADE: 0] 

DX Birdie 150-175 gm $9.99

Birdie

/GOLF DISCS/PUTT & APPROACH DISCS
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SPEED 1

POLECAT
The Polecat is an ideal disc for families and 
kids. It flies flat and straight. A low profile, 
point and shoot, easy-to-release Putt & 
Approach disc. 

[Speed: 1] [Glide: 3] [TURN: 0] [FADE: 0] 

DX Polecat 150-175 gm $9.99
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DISC FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS
Each disc uses a unique airfoil design that will react differently 
when thrown. 

Red flights ( , , & ) will require more power or advanced 
technique to achieve full flight. These are only recommended 

for experienced players or windy play.

Green flights ( , , & ) are better for newer players, these 
discs are more forgiving and will fly farther with less effort.

Orange and yellow flights (  & ) are our straightest fliers in 
their speed category. These are discs designed for controlled 
flight in most conditions.

Polecat

/GOLF DISCS/PUTT & APPROACH DISCS
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GLOW DISCS
Don’t stop playing when the 
sun goes down. Innova’s 
Glow discs are made with a 
rechargeable glow-in-the-dark 
plastic that has a unique feel 
and allows play to continue 
in the dark. Simply use a 
flashlight, portable black light, 
or your phone’s flashlight to 
charge glow discs before play 
and between shots. 
Champion Glow offers a dura-
ble long lasting alternative to 
DX. All our models are chosen 
for long straight flights, ideal 
for night play.

DX GLOW DISCS 
Innova carries a selection of DX and Champion discs that 
glow in the dark. DX Glow is a favorite of players who like 
the unique grip. 

DX Glow Aviar 165-175 gm $11.99
DX Glow Roc  165-180 gm  $11.99
DX Glow Valkyrie 165-175 gm  $11.99
DX Glow Beast 165-175 gm  $11.99
DX Glow Wraith 165-175 gM  $11.99

CHAMPION GLOW DISCS 
We’re introducing some new models in 2018. Champion 
Glow offers a durable long lasting alternative to DX. All our 
models are chosen for long straight flights, ideal for night 
play but great any time.

Champion Glow Roc3 / NEW! 170-180 gm  $18.99
Champion Glow Leopard3 / NEW! 165-175 gm  $18.99
Champion Glow Tern / NEW! 165-175 gm $18.99
Champion Glow Archon 165-175 gm  $18.99
Champion Glow Shryke / NEW! 165-175 gm  $18.99

Photo by Robbie McCarthy

/GOLF DISCS/GLOW DISCS
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I-DYE DISCS
Add unique color to your game with I-Dye Discs. Each disc is 
individually dyed with bold colors and exciting designs. No two 
are exactly alike. These discs look great flying down the fairway. 
I-Dye discs are available in the Innova Pro and Champion plastics. 
Availability is limited to stock on hand with new shipments arriv-
ing frequently. Weights vary by model. Call for current inventory.

I-DYE PRO
Our least expensive I-Dye models. I-Dye 
Pro discs offer value, glide and bright 
colors. Call for models and weights.

I-Dye Pro $16.99

I-DYE BLIZZARD
Lightweight and durable, Blizzard models 
are ideal for beginners and those who 
aren’t power players.  New-to-the-sport 
players tend to gravitate to dyed models, 
so keep these front and center. Call for 
models and weights.

I-Dye Blizzard $19.99

I-DYE CHAMPION
Long-lasting Champion plastic takes well 
to the dying process. Vibrant inks and 
translucent plastic make for a real stained 
glass effect. Call for models and weights.

I-Dye Champion  $19.99

Eveliina Salonen
at The Memorial
Scottsdale, AZ/GOLF DISCS/I-DYE DISCS
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GROWING FEMALE PARTICIPATION
THROW PINK wants to encourage more women and girls to play 
disc golf. Just as important, we help raise funds for women’s 
health-related charities, and use disc golf to make a positive 
impact in communities around the globe.

Why Throw Pink? 
MAKE A DIFFERENCE - Raising funds to help support women’s health-
related charities 
HAVE FUN - Encouraging girls of all ages to get out and play disc golf

• $50,000 raised for women’s health-related charities

• Partnered with 21 charities in two countries and 15 states

• Over 1500 participants made a difference at Throw Pink disc golf events 
Host a Throw Pink event and give back to your local community while exposing 
more women and girls to the growth experienced through outdoor recreation. 

Photo by Jeff Panis Photo by Tommy Peters

/WOMEN IN DISC GOLF - THROW PINK

MAKE A DIFFERENCE HAVE FUN
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®

The Throw Pink Collection celebrates the 
joy that can be found in every struggle and 
determination of female disc golfers and 
survivors whose achievements inspire women 
everywhere to never give up. 
With every purchase, you help make a 
difference for local charities around the globe.
Want to make a bigger impact? Feature us 
at your event or run your own Throw Pink 
tournament or disc golf clinic.

DISCS  AND APPAREL

/THROW PINK COLLECTION
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Photo by
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PULSAR 
The Pulsar is ready to lead your team to its next championship. 
While the Pulsar is the disc of choice for top Ultimate players, it 
is also ideal for a game of catch in the backyard or at the beach. 
The Pulsar is approved for USA Ultimate tournament play and all 
PDGA events, including Super Class. 

Diameter:  27.5 cm

Pulsar Ultimate disc 175 gm $9.99
Pulsar Ultimate disc (retail boxed) 175 gm $9.99

GLOW PULSAR    
When you want to play catch anytime anywhere, the Glow Pulsar 
is perfect! Weighing in at 180 grams, the Glow Pulsar is great for 
a game of catch on the beach whether it’s noon or by the light 
of a bonfire. A great item to have in the trunk when you feel the 
need to play catch. 

Diameter:  27.5 cm

Glow Pulsar Ultimate disc 180 gm $11.99

/ACTION DISCS
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BIG KAHUNA
The Big Kahuna is ready to take on the wind!  Based on the Pulsar, 
but made in heavier weights to better handle the wind, this 200 
gram disc is catch-friendly and is designed for all skill levels. It 
flies like an ultimate disc and holds most any line you put on it, 
even in the wind. The Big Kahuna comes retail boxed, ready to 
hang on your display.

Diameter:  27.5 cm

Big Kahuna DUDE disc (Retail BOXED) 200 gRAMS $11.99
Big Kahuna TIKI disc (Retail BOXED) 200 gRAMS $11.99

2016-2017 WFDF Overall World Champion
Juliana Korver practicing her Freestyle 

Photo by Rick LeBeau Photography

/ACTION DISCS
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MAKANI
The Makani is a fun lightweight large diameter disc for all sports. 
The Makani was designed with versatility in mind. Whether you 
want to play a casual game of catch on the beach, a pick-up 
game of Ultimate in the park, or even a round of disc golf,  the 
Makani is ready to fly for you. The Makani comes retail boxed, 
ready to hang on your display. A Glow Makani is also available for 
exciting night action.

Diameter:  24.1 cm

Makani Sport disc 140 GRAMS $8.99
Glow Makani Sport disc 140 GRAMS $10.99

ZEPHYR
The Zephyr has a very straight and true flight characteristic. The 
Thumtrac® adds durability and a great grip, especially for side-
arms. Approved for Super Class and PDGA tournament play. 
The 160 gm Zephyr is the disc of choice for accuracy competitions. 

Diameter:  24.1 cm

Zephyr                       190-200 grams $9.99 
Zephyr For Accuracy 160 grams $9.99

/ACTION DISCS
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SUPERSTAR
Much like the SuperHero, the SuperStar is made 
for fun and fetching. Made from our popular 
Star Plastic, the SuperStar goes where you throw 
it. The SuperStar is competition ready at 130 
grams. Identical to our SuperHero, but a little 
lighter and in a softer plastic. Make your dog a 
SuperStar! 

Diameter:  23.7 cm

SuperStar 130 grams  $12.99

SUPERSONIC
The SuperSonic is a smaller, lighter version of 
the SuperHero. The SuperSonic weighs in at 
112 grams making it one of the lightest, most 
durable dog discs on the market. Compared to 
traditional dog discs, the Hero Super line offers 
much better durability and puncture resistance. 
Available for custom hot-stamping.

Diameter:  21.6 cm

SuperSonic 112 grams  $11.99

SUPERHERO
Made of amazingly durable plastic, the SuperHero is an awesome 
disc for canine or human. Keep one in the trunk for an impromptu 
game of catch anywhere or anytime. It may be the best disc made 
for teaching new players about disc flight. The SuperHero comes 
in a wide range of vivid, translucent colors. Choose your stamp, 
SuperMan or SuperDog. 

Diameter:  23.7 cm

SuperHero 136 gRAms  $13.99

/CANINE DISCS
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INNOVA
DISC GOLF 
GEAR

Photo by John Apsey
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HEROPACK BAG
The HeroPack is a top seller. It has space for more than 20 discs to 
free you up to concentrate on your disc golf game. Players will dig 
the cavernous interior, convenient putter pockets on the front and 
on top, as well as plenty of storage for valuables, towels, mini, 
and pencils. Bring out the ‘hero’ in your disc golf game today.

COLORS: Houndstooth, green Argyle, Orange Camo, Blue Diamond, Grey Argyle

HeroPack Bag $79.99

KEY FEATURES
450D Polyester Fabric

Putter pockets up top  
and on the front

D-Rings and Grommets 
(caddyseat compatible)
 
Awesome new colors

UMBRELLA/STOOL lash-
down straps

Reinforced Sides

BETTER Exterior Drink 
Holders raised to  
prevent wear 

/DISC GOLF BAGS
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SUPER HEROPACK BAG
The Super HeroPack is a premium backpack bag for players who are 
serious about organization and style. Made with tougher material, 
the Super HeroPack is taller than the HeroPack, with large side 
pockets that expand when you need to carry bulky items or more 
gear. Waterproof top zippers, water resistant zipper flap on main 
compartment, and extra reinforcement of top and sides make this 
backpack Super. Trust it to let you focus on what matters. 

Colors:  Black STAR, BLUE STAR, Rasta STAR, USA STAR

Super HeroPack Bag $109.99

KEY FEATURES
600D Polyester Fabric

Strap suspenders keep 
your straps from dragging

Waterproof zippers for 
putter and gear pockets 
 
Tougher, stiffer  
construction
 
HOT PATTERNS

expanding side pockets  
to hold even more gear

Holds up to 25 discs

Tarpaulin bottom and 
triple-riveted feet for 
weather resistance

/DISC GOLF BAGS
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COMPETITION BAG
The Competition Bag is an ultra-light and ultra-durable full size 
bag designed to carry up to 20 discs. Includes a lightweight 
internal disc frame to add support and organize discs. While other 
heavier bags may carry more accessories, this bag was designed 
to be lightweight, comfortable, and long-lasting. Made from 
heavyweight 1260D ballistic nylon. Shoulder strap included.

Colors:  Black, Red, Navy, Orange, Green

Competition Bag $59.99

DISCARRIER BAG
Want to carry everything you need for a tournament and a sack 
lunch? Then the DISCarrier is for you!
The DISCarrier features a lightweight internal frame to keep the 
overall weight at a minimum—Beefy enough to handle all your 
tournament supplies. Made from heavyweight 1260D ballistic 
nylon. Shoulder strap included.
Carry it with the shoulder strap or our popular Backsaver Straps. 

Colors:  Black, Red, Navy

DIscarrier Bag $79.99

20-25 Disc Capacity 15-20

2 Drink Holder 2

4 Pockets 3

Y Internal Frame y

Y Shoulder Strap Y

Y Mini Pocket Y

Y Pencil Pockets Y

Y Works w/Backsavers Y

/DISC GOLF BAGS
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DELUXE BAG
The Innova Deluxe Bag is an excellent choice for all 
players. This is a durable, spacious bag with room 
for 12 to 18 discs and gear. Includes a lightweight, 
removable internal disc frame to add support and 
organize discs. The Deluxe Bag has a front Putter 
pocket plus a large zippered side pocket to hold 
important stuff. Shoulder strap included.

Colors:  Black, Green, Blue

Deluxe Bag $49.99

STANDARD BAG
Players carrying 8-12 discs will love this bag.  A 
step up in quality and performance over the Starter 
Bag.  Made with the same great materials as our 
larger bags, the Standard Bag is small enough to 
comfortably carry from one shoulder, yet roomy 
enough for a variety of discs.  The perfect bag for the 
weekend warrior or casual golfer looking for a durable 
high quality bag at a reasonable price.

Colors:  Black, Red, Navy, Camo

Standard Bag $28.99

STARTER BAG
The Innova Starter Bag is an affordable choice for 
new players or folks who don’t carry a lot of discs. It 
is lightweight and designed to hold 6 to 10 golf discs. 
The Starter Bag is an ideal choice for youth players. 
Folds flat, perfect for travel. Shoulder strap included.

Colors:  Red, Blue, Black, Camo

Starter Bag $14.99

/DISC GOLF BAGS
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/GEAR & ACCESSORIES

PROTO UMBRELLA
A large ”square” umbrella designed to make golf in 
the rain less of a chore. It has wind baffles to prevent 
premature death in big gusts. The squared shape means it 
won’t roll around and stays put when you place it on the 
ground.Innova-exclusive Proto-pattern color schemes. 
• Fiberglas construction flexes but bounces back
• Round handle with flush button fits in umbrella holders

Size: 59” Arc, 43.5” shaft height

Proto Umbrella $39.99

BACKSAVER STRAPS
Be kind to your spine, wear BackSaver Straps. 
Made to fit our DISCarrier, Competition and 
Deluxe Bags. Durability, comfort, and all day 
support.
• Can help reduce back/shoulder fatigue
• Adjustable sternum strap for more comfort on hikes

BackSaver Straps $24.99

PARK&FLY STOOL
Our three-legged portable sitting device is too 
cool for stool. With lightweight aluminum legs, 
riveted pivot points and a custom embossed, 
breathable mesh seat, the Innova Park&Fly is 
ideal for resting your legs after you crush a drive. 
The best deal in disc golf seating since rocks. 
Available with black or blue seat.

21.5” High when open, 14” triangular seat. 26.5” Closed

Park&Fly Stool $29.99
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/GEAR & ACCESSORIES

INNSULATED CANTEEN 
Chill in the summer heat. Our 32 oz. vacuum sealed INNsulated 
Canteen keeps contents cold for long summer rounds (or hot 
during chilly winter treks). With a wide mouth, it’s easy to drop in 
ice cubes for those hot summer rounds. Ice can last more than 24 
hours, and hot drinks can last up to 8 hours. Our new batch will 
include a convenient wide mouth flip-up sipper top.  

AsSORTED COLORS: CALL FOR AVAILABILITY

INNSULATED CANTEEN W/ sipper LID $29.99

DEWFLY TOWEL
The DewFly is the ideal grommet-
free microsuede disc golf towel. 
The microsuede feel is designed 
not to grab leaves from the ground. 
At approximately 17” by 17”, The 
DewFly is big for messy or wet rounds. 
Available in a few new colors!. 

Colors: Yellow, pink, Red, Blue, 
Orange, Black

Dewfly Towel   $7.99

FLYDRY TOWEL
The FlyDry towel has a thirst for action. 
It is designed to loop over a wide range 
of items to keep it conveniently iwithin 
reach. Hang it up for quick drying so 
you can use it again soon. Trust us, 
you will. 

Color: Black

FlyDry Towel   $7.99

INNOVA SPORTSACK
When a towel isn’t enough to get your 
hand prepped for a big throw, reach for 
the Innova Sportsack. The Sportsack has 
a unique hygroscopic filling that adds 
a little tack while absorbing annoying 
wetness. A must have for humid 
or downright wet rounds.Includes 
resealable plastic bag.

Assorted Colors

Innova Sportsack   $9.99
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MINI MARKER
Most players use minis to mark their lie. A 
must for tournament play. They are also 
great flying discs too. Used in mini disc 
golf for drives and putts.

About 23 Grams 

Mini Marker  $1.99 

/GEAR & ACCESSORIES

REUSABLE SCORECARD
This laminated scorecard has a 
convenient texture that allows pencil 
markings, but can be wiped clean with 
a little bit of rubbing and water. Track 
up to five players on up to 18 holes.

5” by 3.5”

Reusable Scorecard  $2.00

DEFINITIVE GUIDE BOOK
The Definitive Guide to Disc Golf provides 
readers all the essential information they 
need to get started playing disc golf. It is 
more than a “how to” manual though. 
It is a thoughtful and thoroughly enjoyable 
exploration into the history, nature, sci-
ence, and skills that make disc golf such a 
great game. Authored by Justin Menickelli 
and Ryan Pickens.

192 Pages

The Definitive Guide to Disc Golf         $19.99

GOLF PENCILS
Innova pencils come sharpened, 
with erasers and ready to keep score. 
Assorted colors.Also available by the 
box of 144 (page 97). Get ‘em by the 
box full, perfect for events.

SEE Page 97 for box price

Golf Pencils (Each)  $0.50

PDGA RULES MANUAL
2018 has ushered in the largest changes 
to the rules of disc golf in years. This new 
rule manual is a must have for tournament 
players. Keep a few in stock for that player 
who lost his or is new to the tournament 
scene. Keep one in the disc golf bag and 
another on the nightstand.

2018 PDGA Rules Manual $3.00
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SONIC JR. MINI
The big mini that is a lot of fun.The Sonic 
Jr. is a slightly oversized mini with a mas-
sively oversized fun-factor. A scaled down 
version of the Sonic. It flies easily, and is 
the ideal catch mini, or for indoor disc golf. 
The low density plastic is ideal for kids. It 
doesn’t take a lot of effort to get the Sonic 
Jr. flying on a nice straight line.

About 26 Grams 

Sonic Jr. Mini  $2.99 

GLOW MINI
These minis glow great  and can be 
charged before you throw them. Great 
for night golf and UFO photography. 

About 23 Grams

Glow Mini Marker  $2.99

SWIRLY MINI
These marbled color minis come in a 
rainbow of colorful blends. Each one is 
unique. 

About 23 Grams

Swirly Mini Marker  $2.99

MINI DRIVER
For mini golf or as a marker, the Innova 
Mini Driver is in its element. Weighted 
specifically for mini disc golf, these little 
wonders fly far in windy conditions. 

About 42 Grams

Mini Driver  $2.99

STAR MINI
You can now get a mini in premium 
Star plastic. For mini golf or as a marker, 
the Innova Mini Driver is in its element. 
Weighted specifically for mini disc golf, 
these little wonders fly far in windy 
conditions. 

About 42 Grams

STAR Mini  $3.99 
DYED STAR Mini  $4.99

/GEAR & ACCESSORIES
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INNOVA CAN HUGGER
Keep your drinks cold on or off the course 
with this nifty portable thermal jacket. 
They come in a variety of colors.

Red, green, blue, purple, pink, camo

Innova Can hugger  $3.99 

FORGED BOTTLE OPENER
This cool forged bottle opener is there 
to remind you that disc golf is never far 
away! Forged alloy with premium keyring. 
Slogan on the other side is “Enjoy your 
Round”. Cheers! Dimensions: 2.5” by 1.75”

Antiqued METAL

Premium Bottle Opener  $8.99 

INNOVA PLAYING CARDS
These are the REAL DEAL. Straight from 
the makers of Bicycle and Hoyle decks, our 
Innova Playing cards are premium playing 
cards made the way a good casino deck 
is made. Features Destroyer, Valkyrie, and 
Roc art plus the Champion Star on Aces.

52 Cards plus 2 Jokers

Innova Playing Cards  $9.99 

/GEAR & ACCESSORIES

INNOVA STICKER
Our die cut Innova sticker looks sharp 
almost anywhere. We get different 
colors in from time to time. 6.5” across. 
Color choices vary.

Assorted colors

Innova Sticker  $1.00

INNOVA VINYL DECAL
Slap one of these babies on your laptop, 
rear window or refrigerator. Anywhere 
with a flat non-porous surface will 
work. Just stick it. 8 inches across. 
Assorted colors.

Assorted Colors

Innova Vinyl Decal  $4.99
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STICKER SHEET 
An 8” x 10” sheet of 16 die cut stickers 
made from UV resistant vinyl. Deck out 
your laptop, Trapper Keeper, or your 
vehicle. Two varieties (Ver. 2 shown)

Innova Sticker Sheet1 red/yellow $3.99
Innova Sticker Sheet2 Blue/Red $3.99
Innova Sticker Sheet2 Pink/Silver $3.99
Innova Sticker Sheet2 Blue/Orange $3.99

IRON-ON PATCH
Patches? We got your disc golf patches! 
Roc, Innova logo and Air Force patches 
to customize your bag or clothing.
Assorted colors of Roc patches.

Roc Patch  $4.00 
Air Force Patch  $4.00 
Innova Patch  $4.00 STAR LAPEL PIN

1 inch circular pin with a titanium metallic 
look with inlaid enamel logo. Great for a 
tie, bag, or your favorite hat.

Innova Lapel Pin   $3.00

/GEAR & ACCESSORIES

INNOVA LAPEL PIN
1.25” long and features a titanium metal-
lic look with inlaid enamel logo. Great for 
a tie, bag, or your favorite hat.

Innova Lapel Pin   $3.00

TACKER SIGNS
A man cave must have! These tin signs 
are 12 inches in diameter and feature 
one of three embossed designs. A small 
hole on top and bottom allows easy 
installation. Deck out your lair!

Diameter: 12”

Vintage Roc Tacker  $24.99
Champion Star Tacker  $24.99
Innova USA  Tacker  $24.99
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Innova Star Team‘s James Conrad 
wearing Contender Polo 

Photo by Bob Carey
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Innova Team Member Håkon Kveseth 

RISING STAR CORE TEE
Cool enough for the course on a day off 
or battling against the competition at 
events. This easy breathing shirt helps 
regulate your temperature when the 
pressure or the temperature cranks up. 
The Rising Star design is emblazoned 
on the chest in white.  

Call for latest colors

Rising  Core TEE S-XL $19.99
Rising  Core TEE 2XL-3XL $23.99

RISING STAR WOMENS TEE
A v-neck and a slimmer tailored fit sets 
this shirt apart from the unisex version. 
The Innova logo is on the front, while 
the Rising Star logo sits between the 
shoulders. 

Call for latest colors

Rising  Womens TEE XS-XL $19.99
Rising  Womens TEE 2XL $23.99

WOMENS CONTENDER POLO
Ladies specific Polo features buttonless 
V-neck design and tapered fit. 
Snag-resistant, light weight (3.8oz) 
performance wicking fabric. The casual 
fit is true to size and drapes well. This 
polo is ideal for the office, on the course 
and everything in between. It’s hard to 
beat this polo at this price!

Call for latest colors

Womens Contender XS-XL $34.99
Womens Contender 2XL $38.99

CONTENDER POLO
Stylish on and off the course. Look 
sharp and feel great in a polo available 
in bold heather colors and made of 
snag-resistant, wicking fabric. All 
Contender Performance Polos have the 
white Innova logo screened on front.

Call for latest color

Contender Polo S-XL $34.99
Contender Polo 2XL $38.99

UNITY PERF. JERSEY
This jersey has a casual look, but the 
feel and performance are pro-quality. 
Brand new for 2018. Sublimated 
tonal blend. Sport panel shoulder 
for maximum movement. Moisture 
management. Antimicrobial.

colors: Graphite, Royal, Black, Red

UNITY Jersey XS-XL $29.99
UNITY Jersey 2XL-3XL $33.99
Womens UNITY Jersey XS-XL $29.99
Womens UNITY Jersey 2XL $33.99

/APPAREL
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PEACE TEE
This shirt is all about a relaxed vibe—
on or off the disc golf course. The 50/50 
blend crew neck tee features a blended 
color chest design on front and peace 
player back print. 

Call for latest colors

Peace Tee S-XL $14.99
Peace Tee 2XL-3XL $18.99

JUNGLE TEE
Welcome to the jungle!  
We like putting games,  
We’ve got every disc you want, 
Buddy you know their names. 
This new design has all your favorite 
DX “Mascots”, from the Destroyer to 
the Leopard to the Rhyno. 50/50 light 
weight garment with tone on tone print.

Call for latest colors

Jungle Tee S-XL $14.99
Jungle Tee 2XL $18.99

LOGO TEE
Disc-venture in style! Wear your Innova 
pride on a comfortable 50/50 tee with 
Innova logo on front and Champion Star 
on back.

Colors: White, Grey, Black

Logo Tee S-XL $9.99
Logo Tee 2XL-3XL $13.99

BARSTAMP LOGO TEE
A blast from the past. Sure to stay at 
the top of the tee-shirt pile for years to 
come. 100% cotton preshrunk tee in a 
casual fit.

Call for latest colors

Barstamp Tee S-XL $14.99
Barstamp Tee 2XL-3XL $18.99

PROFILE PERF. JERSEY
Stylin’ and Profilin’. Players look good and 
stay cool in our new “Profile” Performance 
Jersey. The two-color disc profile logo is 
featured front and back. Textured sleeves 
and sidecuts create an edgy look in a shirt 
designed for maximum movement and 
moisture control.

Call for latest colors

Profile Jersey S-XL $29.99
Profile Jersey 2XL-3XL $33.99

/APPAREL
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SHATTER LONG SLEEVE
A new design that first debuted as a 
tournament only tee. This long sleeve 
tee has bold shattered Innova logo in a 
variety of colors. 

Call for latest colors 

Shatter Long Sleeve S-XL $19.99
Shatter Long Sleeve 2XL-3XL $23.99

WOMENS RACERBACK TANK
Step onto the first tee—or the beach—
in this soft blend racer back tank top. 
Featuring our familiar Tree design, it’s the 
perfect fit for your active summer.

Call for latest colors 

Racerback Tank XS-XL $14.99
Racerback Tank 2XL $18.99

PROTO ZIP HOODIE
Players look sharp on or off the course 
with the Innova Proto Zip Hoodie. This 
essential winter layer is made with 50/50 
cotton/poly fleece, has a full-length front 
zipper, hand pockets, drawstring hood, 
Innova letter logo front, and large Proto 
Star on back. 

COLORs: Heather Gray, Pale Pink, 
Heather Red, Heather Blue,  

Jet Black

PROTO Zip HOODIE S-XL $37.99
PROTO Zip HOODIE 2XL-3XL $41.99

INNOVA PULLOVER
When the temperatures drop, everyone 
will want to slip on the Innova Logo 
Pullover Hoodie. This 50/50 hoodie has 
a large front pocket, drawstring hood, 
Innova logo on front, and small Proto 
Star on back right shoulder.

COLORs: Black, Dark Heather Gray, 
Red, Kelly Green, Sand,  

Heather Navy

Innova Pullover S-XL $37.99
Innova Pullover 2XL-3XL $41.99

INNOVA LIFESTYLE SOCKS
Feet are an often overlooked important 
part of any disc golfer’s body.  
Happy feet = better rounds. Our Crew 
Socks have plenty of pile to keep 
your feet happy through long rounds 
trudging up hills. They’re great on or off 
the course.

ONE SIZE, FITS MoST

Rasta  $13.99
Charcoal  $13.99
Maroon  $13.99
Blue  $13.99
Pink  $13.99

/APPAREL
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CAMP RECOVER TEE
Who would go to a camp dedicated 
to disc golf? THIS GUY. The Camp Shirt 
comes in great new heathered colors 
that have amazing depth of color due 
to a mixture of thread colors blended 
in. RECOVER brand. Made with recycled 
plastics.

COLORs: Fire Orange, Better Brown, 
Carbon, Sweet Blue, Phoenix Red, 

Pilsner

Camp Recover Tee S-XL $19.99 
Camp Recover Tee 2XL $23.99

WILDERNESS HOODIE
This sweet 50/50 hoodie is a great item for 
chilly mornings and late evening rounds 
of disc golf. It will keep you warm when 
it counts. RECOVER brand. Made with 
recycled plastics.

COLOR: SWEET BLUE

WILDERNESS HOODIE S-XL $37.99
WILDERNESS HOODIE 2XL $41.99

WILDERNESS TEES
Bold new color schemes for the Wil-
derness line. This sweet blended tee is 
great for on or off the course. Show your 
outdoor chops. RECOVER brand. Made 
with recycled plastics. Available in short 
and long sleeve styles.

COLORs: Fire Orange, Better Brown, 
Carbon, Sweet Blue, Phoenix Red, 

Pilsner

WILDERNESS Tee S-XL $19.99
WILDERNESS Tee 2XL $23.99
WILD’ Long sleeve Tee S-XL $24.99
WILD’ Long sleeve Tee 2XL $28.99

Innova partners with  
recover Brands Apparel
Innova has chosen to team up with Recover Brands to offer 
environmentally conscious apparel that hits a fresh earthy 
vibe. Recover is all about being a sustainable source of pre-
mium apparel that focuses on awareness of their ecological 
footprint in every step of the production process. 

/APPAREL
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INNOVA MESH CAP
Far and away, our most popular 
hat, so we’ve got it in a bunch 
of color combos to please the 
players. Adjustable size, stiff 
backing, and rugged mesh 
make this a hat to last. We 
reorder and get a few new 
styles in a few times a year. We 
added more full color Innova 
logos to the choices for 2018.

One Size: Snap Adjustable 

Innova Mesh Cap  $16.99

/HEADWEAR
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INNOVA FLATBILL
ADJUSTABLE MESH CAP
This hat features a seamless front embla-
zoned with an Innova logo. U-Flex bill 
allows the user to choose their amount of 
bill curve, from flat to country.  Mesh back 
for hot weather. 

One Size: Adjustable Back 

Tan/Brown $21.99
COBALT/CHARCOAL $21.99 
LT. Gray/GARNET $21.99 
BURNT ORANGE/CHARCOAL $21.99 
Black/Heather Gray  $21.99

1983 WELD PRO-DRI 
ADJUSTABLE CAP
Inspired by long days on the course, 
this is our lightest full coverage cap. It is 
designed to complement our new Unity 
Jersey. With a UPF 35 sun protection 
and some of the lightest fabric available 
making it cool in the summer. Hook & 
loop adjustment. 

One Size: Adjustable Back 

Blue $19.99  
Black $19.99  
LT. Gray $19.99 
White $19.99

/HEADWEAR

STAR WELD PRO-DRI 
STRETCH-FIT CAP
This new hat is ready to rock on or off 
the course. With a cool dry lightweight 
stretchable fabric, the Pro-Dri is light and 
airy. Those laser cut holes in the dome 
allow all manner of air and moisture to 
escape. The U-Form bill lets you to keep it 
flat like BigWave or bend it like Peckham!

Two Sizes: S/M & L/XL

Purple $29.99 
Black $29.99 
Navy $29.99 
Red/Gray $29.99 
Royal/Gray $29.99

AIRFORCE PATCH FLATBILL
ADJUSTABLE CAP
Cotton custom snapback - Features a 
cotton mid-height structured crown, flat 
bill and classic adjustable snapback. 

One Size: Adjustable Back 

ARMY GREEN $19.99 
BLACK $19.99 
BERRY $19.99
Gray $19.99 
Army Camo $19.99

ROC PATCH FLATBILL
ADJUSTABLE MESH CAP
A new 3D rubber patch adorns the center 
of our Performance Adjustable Cap. This 
cap is great for those steamy summer 
rounds where a cool head prevails.

Two Sizes: S/M & L/XL

Army Camo $24.99 
Black/Charcoal $24.99 
Black/Neon Green $24.99 
Heather Gray/Black $24.99 
Smoke Blue/Gray $24.99
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PLAID TREES PATCH
ADJUSTABLE CAP
Get out on the moors for a round of golf 
in these caps. Look like a master of the 
links on or off the course.

One Size: Adjustable Back 

Charcoal  $24.99 
Brown/WHITE  $24.99

TREES PATCH FLOPPY
SOFT MESH CAP
This earthy design is at home on or off the 
course. An unstructured plaque fits to your 
head. See your way to the target through 
the trees. Snap-back adjustable. 

One Size, ADJUSTABLE BACK 

Navy/Khaki  $17.99 
Driftwood/Khaki  $17.99
Stone/Black/Orange  $17.99 
Col Blue/Charcoal/Navy $17.99
Pink/White  $17.99

INNOVA TRUCKER VISOR-
TRUCKER VISOR
Mesh wrap around the back with a 
fresh raised Innova logo. Snap-back 
adjustable for heads big and small.

One Size: Adjustable Back 

Khaki  $14.99 
Olive  $14.99 
Gray  $14.99

STRIPED KNIT BEANIE 
FLEECE LINED WINTER CAP
Classic stripes and warm fleece lining 
make this beanie a stylish cold-weather 
must-have. Fabric 100% acrylic with 
100% polyester fleece lining. Features the 
INNOVA text logo.

One size fits Most

Black/Red  $19.99 
Black/Gray  $19.99
Navy/Gray  $19.99
Gray/Carolina Blue  $19.99

SOLID KNIT BEANIE
FLEECE LINED WINTER CAP
If you like solid colors on your head, 
we’ve got you covered too... literally. 
This Innova logo beanie has knit outer 
and fleece interior to stop brisk winds 
and add a little insulation.

One Size Fits Most

Black  $19.99
Royal  $19.99
Red  $19.99
Pink  $19.99
Gray  $19.99
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/DISC GOLF TARGETS
DISCATCHER® PRO 28
The DISCatcher Pro is installed on more disc golf courses than 
any other brand. The DISCatcher Pro was designed to be highly 
visible on the course and catch putts and aces like a boss. Each 
DISCatcher Pro has a 28 chain assembly featuring 14 outer chains 
and 14 inner chains. More chains provide improved “catchability”. 
The basket tray features 14 spokes and an extra stabilizer ring 
adding rigidity while improving disc containment.  

The DISCatcher Pro represents the state of the art in disc golf 
target technology. It is a favorite of parks departments and course 
professionals — For the last 10 years the DISCatcher Pro has 
been chosen more than any brand for new course installations. 
The bright yellow band improves visibility from the tee and also 
distinguishes the disc golf course to other park visitors.

The DISCatcher Pro has always represented the state of the art in 
disc golf target technology. The Innova DISCatcher Pro is the best 
catching and most visible disc golf target. 

The DISCatcher Pro was designed to improve scoring from near 
and far.  There is no better choice for players.

DISCatcher Pro with Installation Tube $425.00
Course sales Targets discounted to $325.00

/DISC GOLF TARGETS
Photo by Cody Osborne
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• Target Top - Visible and Durable. Its construction is all stainless steel. Each target 
top is also powder coated bright yellow to provide great visibility on the course.

• Chains - Made to catch discs and withstand abuse. 28 strands of galvanized 2/0 
chains.  
(14 outer chains and 14 inner chains at alternating distances from the center pole) 

• Basket - Redesigned with 14 
spokes and an extra ring for 
structural support. 10” deep basket 
helps prevent discs bouncing 
out. Galvanized 3/8” steel rod 
construction. 

• Pole - Our hot-dip galvanized 
74” pole is made with sturdy 1/8” 
walls. Each is pre-drilled for target 
top, basket, and collar hardware.

• Locking Collar - Hot-dip galvanized finish. Securely fits over pole and is mounted 
with tamper resistant screws. 

• Installation Tube - 24” long hot-dip galvanized steel tube. Provides a snug fit for 
the target at PDGA approved height. Aligns with locking collar for security. 

A BETTER MOUSETRAP
The DISCatcher® Pro was redesigned to catch better than ever. 
We added more chains and reinforced the basket tray. Great 
putts stay put.

HIGH VISIBILITY TARGET TOP
Our yellow powder coated target top makes the DISCatcher 
Pro highly visible. All stainless steel construction makes it 
long-lasting and low maintenance. 

BUILT TO LAST
Hot-dip galvanized basket, pipe and chains allow our targets 
to weather the elements for years. Our target tops are made 
entirely from stainless steel.

28 LAYERED CHAINS CATCH BETTER
14 outer chains and 14 staggered inner chains - Three layers 
of chains catches more shots. Players want more putts to stick. 
Our new configuration catches more putts. 

INSTALLATION TUBES INCLUDED
Don’t pay extra! DISCatcher Pro permanent target prices 
include locking collars and installation tubes.

PDGA “CHAMPIONSHIP” APPROVED
DISCatcher Pro permanent and portable models have received 
Championship certification by the PDGA. It is ideal for all levels 
of tournament play. 

18

1/4” tamper resistant screws and hex-
head bolts and nuts secure the target

Deep basket prevents bounce-outs

28 chains in 3 tiered array 
for superior catching.

Stainless steel for years 
of use.  Yellow powder 
coated for high visibility.

Redesigned basket tray helps keep good putts in. 

Anatomy of a DISCatcher®

In-line nubs prevent skip-aways
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/DISC GOLF TARGETS
DISCATCHER® PRO 28 PORTABLE
The Pro 28 Portable has all the features of the Pro 28 Permanent, 
but with a galvanized base making it transportable. It is the 
ultimate portable target. Four main parts allow you to set it up 
and take it down easily. The target top and base fit nicely in the 
basket for storage. PDGA approved for tournament play at all 
levels. 

DISCatcher Pro Portable w/freestanding base $425.00

CUSTOM COLOR DISCATCHER® PRO
Is your course in need of a blast of new color? Do you want to 
install a course that matches your school colors? Maybe your 
course has two permanent target locations, give one a special 
color. You now have the power!
DISCatcher Pro targets are now available in a multitude of colors. 
We will work with you; be it for a backyard target or an entire 
course. Please contact Innova for more information and pricing.

Custom Color DISCatcher Pro From $485.00
Custom Color DISCatcher Pro Course Sales From $385.00

Photo by Marc Nelesen
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Innova Team Master’s Brian McRee
At Ballantyne Country Club (Temporary Course)
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/DISC GOLF TARGETS
DISCATCHER ® SPORT PORTABLE
The Innova DISCatcher Sport is a full-size portable target. Durable 
construction with 18 zinc-coated chains, yet the DISCatcher 
Sport model weighs only 40 pounds. The DISCatcher Sport is 
an excellent target choice for youth camps, schools, backyard 
practice or to create a temporary course. The DISCatcher Sport can 
be set up in a few minutes with just a screwdriver. It disassembles 
for easy transportation or for compact storage when not in use. 
Not meant for permanent outdoor installation. Regulation sized 
and PDGA approved for tournament play. 54 inches tall. 

Yellow DIScatcher Sport $199.00

HAMMER-FINISH SPORT 
The Innova DISCatcher Sport is now available in four Hammer-
Finish colors. Both the chain rack and target tray feature the new 
textured finish for a unique look. The Hammer-Finish has the 
same specs as our yellow DISCatcher Sport. 54 inches tall. 

Red Hammer-Finish DISCatcher Sport $199.00
Blue Hammer-Finish DISCatcher Sport $199.00
Black Hammer-Finish DISCatcher Sport $199.00
White Hammer-Finish DISCatcher Sport $199.00
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DISCATCHER® TRAVELER
The DISCatcher Traveler is ready to accompany you on all your 
disc golf expeditions. The DISCatcher Traveler is the lightest and 
best catching portable disc golf target on the market. Play on 
camping adventures, beach or mountain trips and visits to the 
park. The Traveler is lightweight and easy to set up and take 
down making it an excellent choice for schools and youth camps. 
The DISCatcher Traveler is always ready to go, and it is great for 
backyard putting practice as well.At about 15 pounds, it’s easy to 
get it in position for an epic layout!

64” Tall w/flag

Yellow Discatcher Traveler $149.00 
Red Discatcher Traveler $149.00 
Blue Discatcher Traveler $149.00
Orange Discatcher Traveler  $149.00 
Black Discatcher Traveler ! $149.00 

/DISC GOLF TARGETS
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/DISC GOLF TARGETS
DISCMANIA LITE PRO 
REDESIGNED IN 2017
The Lite Pro has 12 chains, connected 
horizontally, to ensure a near-perfect 
catching experience. The red center pole 
and top flag offer great visibility. Easily 
portable, the LITE PRO is a target players 
can take anywhere!

Weighing in at an amazing 18 pounds, the 
LITE PRO uses a unique mesh-like chain 
configuration that reduces putt rejection. 
By linking the vertical chains with hori-
zontal connector chains, the ability to “spit 
through” is virtually eliminated.

Easy to assemble and disassemble, this 
target is designed to go anywhere. It can 
easily fit in a car trunk, and is a great tem-
porary target for adding extra challenge to 
your favorite course.

The LITE PRO has the lowest price of all the 
metal targets in our lineup, and it has one 
of the lowest target prices on the market.
Period.

58” tall w/Flag

Discmania Lite PRO  Basket $99.99

SKILLSHOT ™ TARGET
The Innova SkillShot is the original light-
weight portable disc golf target. It weighs 
in at 26 pounds with a 16 chain assembly. 
The SkillShot allows you to play disc golf 
in the park, on your next camp-out or 
around the backyard. 

It is affordable, easy to transport, catches 
great and is PDGA approved. It comes 
complete with stakes, flag and carrying 
bag. Weight  26 lbs.

Available in blue, black, green, and red.

64” Tall w/flag

Black SkillShot Target $149.00
Blue SkillShot Target    $149.00
Green SkillShot Target $149.00
Red SkillShot Target      $149.00
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DISCATCHER® MINI 
REDESIGNED IN 2017
Mini size. Maximum fun. This scaled down 
version of our DISCatcher® Pro target is 
great for tournament trophies or mini 
golf with friends. The DISCatcher® Mini is 
available in hammer finish Yellow, Blue 
and White. There’s even a chrome version! 
Assembly is easy, no tools are required. 
Take disc golf anywhere—downsized—
with the DISCatcher® Mini.

DISCatcher® Mini Features:

• Signature DISCatcher look 
• All-metal construction 
• 18 steel chains 
• Deep basket holds a lot of minis 
• Great for mini golf and event trophies

23” tall 

Discatcher Mini (Yellow Hammer) $99.00
Discatcher Mini (Blue Hammer) $99.00
Discatcher Mini (White Hammer) $99.00
Discatcher Mini (Chrome) $99.00

/MINI DISC GOLF TARGETS

MINI DISCATCHER® Set
A new fun set that is ideal for around the 
house fun. This scaled down DISCatcher 
offers 24 chains and is our lowest priced 
target. It even comes with 5 mini discs. 
Make up games, create epic mini disc 
golf holes, or just have fun making putts 
indoors. This set is perfect for kids, gifts, 
and a fun way to play on a rainy day.

29” tall 

Mini Discatcher GAMESet $29.99
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Photo by Tim Patrick

THE DISC GOLF COURSE 
WHERE THE SPIRIT OF NATURE AND SPORT MERGE
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GET YOUR COURSE INSTALLED
We do everything we can to grow the sport of disc golf and 
it all starts with new course development. We offer simple 
solutions to get your course developed and in action! 

Our nine and eighteen hole packages save you $100 per 
target. Packages can be customized to fit your property and 
vision.  

It doesn’t matter if it is three holes or twenty-seven holes, 
we can help you get your course in the ground fast. Let 
us work with you to build a course package that fits your 
specific goals and budget.

Glen Helen Regional Park, San Bernardino, CA
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18 HOLE COURSE
Price with targets and signs $6620
18 DISCatcher® PRO 28 targets with locking collars 
& installation tubes $5850
18 INNOsign Tee Signs $720
Rules Sign $50
2 complimentary Attention Signs $0

9 HOLE COURSE
Price with targets and signs $3335
9 DISCatcher® PRO 28 targets with locking collars & 
installation tubes $2925
9 INNOsign Tee Signs $360
Rules Sign $50
2 complimentary Attention Signs $0

Ashe County Park - Jefferson, NC
Photo by: Craig Wrenn90



THE DISC GOLF COURSE 
WHERE PEACE AND EXCITEMENT LIVE IN HARMONY

Riverbend Course - Camp Canaan
Rock Hill, SC
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INSTALLATION TUBE
Galvanized to last, this installation tube 
is the same as the one that comes with 
our DISCatcher PRO permanent model. 
Install multiple pin positions to mix 
it up a bit. Add an alternative target 
location to create more variety on your 
course. Perhaps a winter short position 
to allow players to play a faster round 
when the days are short.

Installation Tube  $25.00

DISCATCHER FLAGSTICK
Prep your course for a big event with 
our DISCatcher Flagstick. Designed to 
bolt into the top of your DISCatcher Pro, 
this flagstick features an Innova logo 
on the nylon flag. A swiveling design 
prevents the flag from wrapping around 
the stick. 

DISCatcher Flagstick      $25.00

DISC GOLF RULES SIGN
Our new rules sign is 18” x 24” and 
includes “The Disc Golfer’s Code” which 
informs players to respect each other, 
nature, and to represent disc golf well.
This sign breaks the game down into 
seven simple rules. 
Sandwich core material is tough and 
weather resistant. Pre drilled for 
installation. We recommend treated 
4x4 fence posts.

18x24 Disc Golf Rules Sign $50.00

INNOSIGN TEE SIGN
The new INNOsign Tee Sign is designed 
for value and simplicity. We make the 
frames in our own factory and custom 
print each sign with your detailed 
specs, hole number, distance, and par. 
Each has a protective Lexan® sheet and 
aluminum printed sign. They are sup-
plied with hardware to mount them to 
wooden posts. We recommend treated 
4x4 fence posts.

Innosign Tee Sign  $40.00

ATTENTION SIGN
If your course is in a high traffic park, or 
disc golf is a new addition to an existing 
park, Attention signs help to maintain 
good relations with all park users.
They are built to last: two aluminum 
outer sheets with a strong synthetic 
core. Available in Small (12 by 9 inches) 
and Large (16 by 12 inches). 

Small Attention Sign   $15.00
Large Attention Sign   $25.00

/DISC GOLF COURSE PRODUCTS Photo by 
Marc Nelesen
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Skyline Park DGC - Danielsville, PA
Photo by Josh Rogan

/DISC GOLF COURSE DEVELOPMENT

TRUST THE DISC GOLF EXPERTS
Good disc golf course design, simply put, provides lasting value. 
That’s easily seen as players return year after year to a course 
filled with challenge and memorable holes. However, a well-
designed course has more than just cool disc golf holes. 

Taking into account safety, land conservation, future course 
needs, and cost control, an ideal course can coexist with its 
surroundings and be a self-sufficient asset. A good course will 
not only be embraced by local disc golfers but also by the greater 
community. 

The Innova Course Design Team has decades of experience in 
good design and we can refer designers to help with any phase of 
your project. 

Call the Innova Course Design Team: 800-476-3968
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CUSTOM DISCS
Never underestimate the power of branding. With 
Innova custom discs, you can brand your event/club/
company on the #1 brand of discs in the game. Our 
Custom Disc department can take just about any image 
you cook up and bring it to life on your favorite Innova 
disc or on special models not available anywhere else.
Custom Discs are often used for fundraising and 
publicizing disc golf events, clubs, and new courses, 
but their value doesn’t stop there. From corporate logos 
to commemorating birthdays, weddings, and other 
functions, Custom Discs can put whatever you want 
to say front and center. And years later, your friends or 
clients will still be throwing and talking about them. 

/CUSTOM GRAPHICS ON DISCS

Assorted custom designs by Twisted Flyer
Photo by Joe Rotan
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HOT-STAMPED DISCS
Your personalized design is stamped hot-and-fresh at 
our warehouse. We’ve perfected hot stamping through 
millions of stock discs over the years. Ask about our wide 
range of foil colors which can range from straight-laced 
to party-time! 

Minimum order 50 discs (10 discs minimum per model)
Golf Discs DX, Pro, R-Pro, XT, GStar, Champion, 

Glow Champion, Luster, Star, Shimmer
Catch Discs Pulsar, Kahuna, Makani, SuperHero
Mini markers All Mini Marker types including Sonic Jr.
Lead time up to 4 weeks

CUSTOM FUND RAISING
When disc golf events or courses need a leg up, they turn 
to Innova’s Custom Fund Raising program. With CFR, you 
not only get access to disc models unavailable anywhere 
else, but the discounted pricing will help raise funds for 
course projects, or any aspect of your event like payout or 
a charity recipient. 

Minimum order 50 discs (10 discs minimum per model)
Golf Discs Color Glow Champion - Exclusive! 
Lead time up to 4 weeks

INNCOLOR™ DISCS
When you want the full color treatment for 
your disc design, then check out our INNColor 
Discs option. Vivid scenes, photos, and intricate 
designs can all be printed onto select Star 
models. The resulting disc is so cool many will 
have a hard time deciding whether to throw or 
display them. INNColor discs are available for 
businesses, events and individuals. 

Minimum order No minimum order
Available discs Select Star models
Lead time 4-6 weeks

/CUSTOM GRAPHICS ON DISCS
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/RUNNING A TOURNAMENT

PURPOSE
What type of event do you plan on running? 
Is it a small local affair? A club championship? 
Or maybe a charity event like Throw Pink or 
the Ice Bowl? Figure out the type of event 
you want to run. It helps to know your 
audience and what they are used to. 

REGISTRATION
Processing player registration and event 
fees early and smoothly is crucial to setting 
an event in motion. DiscGolfUnited.com 
provides an advanced online registration 
system that is simple to use and free to 
setup, making your life much easier. 

FUNDRAISING
Every event could use some extra dough, and 
through Innova’s Custom Fund Raising (CFR) 
- you can do that while providing sweet 
custom discs to your disc golf community. 
For additional support, seek out area 
businesses to be hole sponsors or donate 
supplies and food. 

MERCHANDISE
From leaderboards to banners to prizes, 
they’re all in our warehouse ready to make 
your event that much better. Plus, call us for 
our latest Player Pack deals. 

SUPPORT AT EVERY LEVEL
We want to make more disc golf possible at every level. That’s 
why we back today’s biggest events like the PDGA World 
Championships, the US Disc Golf Championship, the US Women’s 
Disc Golf Championships, and Europe’s finest action.  But, we also 
provide sponsorship, equipment, and guidance to local start-up 
tournaments, which are just as important to building the game.
  

RUNNING AN EVENT: THE BASICS
No matter the size of your event, we can tailor our resources and know-how to fit your needs. 
Wondering how to run an event? Here are a few main points to help get you started:

1

2

3

4
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TOURNAMENT Essentials.

WE CAN HELP YOU RUN EVENTS
Innova has been helping tournament and event directors since
our inception in the early 80s. Whether you are running your first
event or your 100th, Innova has products, supplies, and services
to help things go smoothly. Definitely ask about our players packs 
to boost your player value and attendance.

/TOURNAMENT ESSENTIALS

PORTABLE LEADERBOARD
This compact, tri-fold leaderboard is a must have tool for any 
tournament or league. It measures 4’ tall - 2.5’ wide when 
opened and 9.5” wide when closed. It is lightweight, portable, 
and convenient. Made from durable denier polyester. Featuring: 
3 rigid internal backboards, metal grommets for hanging, 
reinforced double stitching, rubberized footer, card slots for 18 
holes of 5 players. Supports 90 players.

Portable Leaderboard  $99.00

GOLF PENCILS (BOX)
You’ll need to have pencils available for 
players. Our pencils have erasers and 
are good quality graphite. 144 per box.

Golf Pencils (box)  $25.00
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INNOVA PLAYER PACKS
Make your event special by offering Innova Player Packs. These 
packs include an exclusive premium Innova golf disc, as well as a 
shirt, hat and other goodies. Events that choose to partner with 
Innova will receive packs at an extremely affordable cost. Innova 
Player Packs offer high value to the player and will help make 
your event shine.

In return for our support, we ask that you publicize Innova’s 
sponsorship leading up to and during the event. Events that are 
not presented by Innova are welcome to purchase player packs 
at regular wholesale pricing but not at “partner-level” support 
pricing.

It is hard to beat the deals you and your players will get when you 
choose Innova as an event partner.

/PLAYER PACKS
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/SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

SPONSORSHIP SHOPPING CART
Qualified events that complete a custom hot-stamp order become 
eligible to receive bonus event sponsorship at no additional cost. 
Innova issues SSC credit based on the size of your event custom 
order. Events then use the SSC credit to hand pick additional prize 
merchandise. 

*CFR price supported discs are not eligible for SSC credit.

DISCATCHER® TARGET SUPPORT
Innova offers reduced pricing to qualified events on several 
DISCatcher® models. These targets may be awarded as trophies 
or prizes. Consider holding a raffle, ring-of-fire, or hole-in-one 
contest to entertain players and raise additional funds.

RING OF FIRE
Photo by Dustin Locke

PYRAMID OF DISCATCHERS
From Las Vegas Challenge 
Photo by Jon Waddington
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Advanced online event & league 
management tools for disc golf.

 125,723  Registrations  AND COUNTING...
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Advanced online event & league 
management tools for disc golf.

 125,723  Registrations  AND COUNTING...
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/EDGE DISC GOLF

EDUCATIONAL DISC GOLF EXPERIENCE (EDGE)
EDGE is a non-profit organization that was founded to introduce the fun, lifetime sport of disc 
golf to young people. The EDGE curriculum introduces the rules and techniques of disc golf while 
providing teaching points on life skills, such as responsibility and cooperation. Additionally, 
students will learn the life-long benefits of an active lifestyle.

EDGE BASIC PACKAGE
The EDGE Basic Package provides everything you need to get started. This package will 
accommodate most class sizes with all the equipment needed to teach and play. 

• 1 EDGE Curriculum for teaching all age groups
• 1 EDGE “Getting The Edge” instructional DVD
• 50 age appropriate golf discs
• 4 Traveler portable, collapsible targets
• 50 mini marking discs
• 5 Ultimate discs
• 1 Edgebee set (2 soft discs)

$799.95 (shipping included)
Special pricing available for qualified institutions.Photo by Adam Wright
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GETTING THE EDGE DVD
This DVD allows students to see how the 
world’s best disc golfers play the sport 
of disc golf. Learn by watching 12-Time 
World Champion, Ken Climo, throw a 
tee shot in super slow motion. Forehand, 
backhand, putting and basic rules… Get 
your students playing at their best. 

Getting the Edge DVD       $19.99 

/EDGE DISC GOLF

HELP GROW THE SPORT!
You can help grow the sport by 
requesting EDGE brochures to 
give to local teachers and youth 
leaders. For information email 
us at: info@edgediscgolf.org 
or call 1-866-391-3343.

EDGE SCHOOL PROGRAM BENEFITS
• Students learn through hands-on lessons using real golf discs 

and equipment 
• EDGE curriculum also teaches fitness, math skills, courtesy and 

environmental responsibility
• SkillShot™ standardized fundamentals testing allows students 

to test the skills they have learned
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/RETAIL DISPLAYS AND SUPPORT

BRACKETS & FIXTURES
Whether you have a small or large section to give to your Innova inventory, our 
disc racks are the easiest way to present your selection to customers. Our waterfall 
brackets can hold up to 12 discs each, and allow buyers to browse for their disc of 
choice without removing all of the discs displayed in front of it. 

Each bracket has a faceplate designed to fit a placard for that particular model or 
type, all available to download and print straight from our website. 

I-FRAME DISPLAY ISLAND
Designed to stand alone and allow for 
360 degrees of disc golf retailing. Loaded 
with up to 24 12-disc racks and 12 6-disc 
racks, this display packs in the profit per 
square foot. Comes with everything to 
set up a serious disc golf presence. 

Innova I-Frame Display island can display more than 
300 golf discs, bags, accessories, and more. 

Innova Gridwall Display can display up to 144 golf 
discs. Space for bags or starter sets below. 

GRIDWALL DISPLAY
With space for 144 discs, this stand-
alone display has room for 12 brackets, 
plus space underneath for bags or disc 
golf sets. We can even stock it with a 
great selection of golf discs if you are just 
starting to carry Innova’s line of disc golf 
products. Call a sales representative today 
to find out more about this great deal on 
your first Innova order.
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DISPLAY BRACKETS
Our display brackets now come in 6 and 
12 disc sizes. They allow you to easily and 
neatly arrange your Innova discs. Order 
the type for your particular mounting 
system: gridwal, slatwall or pegboard. 
Call for info.

BRACKET PLACARDS
We have convenient printable placard 
sheets on our website. Just go to  
Downloads > Retail>Display Placards. 

DISPLAY BOX
Our cardboard display boxes allow discs 
to be displayed on most shelves. They 
can also be mounted to gridwall. Each 
cardboard display fits up to 12 drivers or 
10 Putters.

POP MATERIALS
Call our sales representatives and we’ll 
help you get set up to attract players, 
new and experienced: Charts and 
pamphlets to help players find the right 
disc. Signs and banners will help players 
discover your disc golf selection.

MINI DISPLAY BOX
Fits up to 24 mini discs. great close to 
the register. 

/RETAIL DISPLAYS AND SUPPORT

In the air or on the ground: A beginner 

friendly driver that makes a great roller.

9 5
1-4

ROADRUNNER

Quick and powerful, the Gator will 

wrestle the wind.

5 2

0 3

Quick and powerful, the Gator will 

3

GATOR

The Cobra with less action. Figure it out and 

you will command the course.The Cobra with less action. Figure it out and 

5 5
2-1

VCOBRA

Smooth sailing to the pin with this straight 

Mid-Range with a gentle turnSmooth sailing to the pin with this straight 

5 5
1-3

MANTA

Let the Atlas guide you there. Unique two-piece 

design results in straight consistent flights.Let the Atlas guide you there. Unique two-piece 

5 4
10

ATLAS

A sleek hunter for wooded courses. 

For low, flat drives. Dab on em!A sleek hunter for wooded courses. 

5 4
1-2

PANTHER

So straight, it will burrow its way into your 

bag. Get "down under" par. So straight, it will burrow its way into your 

5 6
0-1

WOMBAT

The Roc for people who love to throw 

farther down the fairway.

5 4

0 3

The Roc for people who love to throw 

3

ROC3

A disc of mythical proportions. Legendary 

disc thrown by pros and mortals alike. 

4 4

0 3

A disc of mythical proportions. Legendary 

3

ROC

Three heads are better than one. 

It floats, it putts and it approaches. 

3 3

0 2

Three heads are better than one. 

2

HYDRA

When the wind kicks up, throw the Pig and 

bring home the bacon. 

3 1

0 3

When the wind kicks up, throw the Pig and 

3

PIG

Ken Climo’s putter of choice. Stable and 

stiff. Good for windy approaches.

2 3

0 2

Ken Climo’s putter of choice. Stable and 

2

KC PRO AVIAR

Charge ahead of the competition. Ready to 

take on any headwind. 

2 1

0 3

Charge ahead of the competition. Ready to 

3

RHYNO

Swims smoothly down the fairway. 

Fast and sleek like its namesake. Swims smoothly down the fairway. 

5 4
20

SHARK3

Built for straight shots to the pin with

 extra sweet glide on the side. Built for straight shots to the pin with

5 5
00

MAKO3

Snake through the course. Smooth turn and 

fade for fabulous flights.Snake through the course. Smooth turn and 

4 5
2-2

COBRA

The Wolf is on the hunt for birdies and can 

help you capture a lower score. The Wolf is on the hunt for birdies and can 

4 3
1-4

WOLF

Versatile Roc with added glide and a gentle 

fade. The VRoc handles torque well. Versatile Roc with added glide and a gentle 

4 4
10

VROC

For graceful gliding flights. Just add power 

for more turn. For graceful gliding flights. Just add power 

4 5
1-3

STINGRAY

No target is safe from the Shark. Smooth 

flights with bite at the end.No target is safe from the Shark. Smooth 

4 4
20

SHARK

Take a bite out of your score with the Mako. 

Bring your score down under.Take a bite out of your score with the Mako. 

4 5
00

MAKO

The Colt is a straight shooter that performs 

well for sidearm throws and windy play.The Colt is a straight shooter that performs 

3 4
1-1

COLT

Gain an edge with the Wedge. Open the 

door to lower scores. Gain an edge with the Wedge. Open the 

3½ 3
1-3

WEDGE

Zero in on the target. A straight flyer that will 

hit the mark. Zero in on the target. A straight flyer that will 

3 4
00

DART

Seeing is believing. An all around disc for 

new players and one disc rounds. 

3

Seeing is believing. An all around disc for 

3 4
0-3

MIRAGE

Beef up your putting game. Maintains a 

straight flight with mild fade.Beef up your putting game. Maintains a 

3 3
20

STUD

Five Time World Champion Juliana

Korver's favorite putter. Soft and grippy.Five Time World Champion Juliana

2 3
20

JK PRO AVIAR-X

First in flight. The original golf disc is still 

the straightest. First in flight. The original golf disc is still 

3 6
00

AERO

A stellar putter for straight shots. Catches 

chains and doesn't skip.  A stellar putter for straight shots. Catches 

2 3
00

NOVA

When you drive close, you want a Birdie. 

Don't settle for par. When you drive close, you want a Birdie. 

1 2
00

BIRDIE

Our most popular disc. The choice of 

champions for over 30 years. Our most popular disc. The choice of 

2 3
10

AVIAR P&A

Feel the line. 

Let it go and it flies straight to the pole. 

1 3
00

POLECAT

The straightest flying Aviar. Period. Stiffer 

feel and minimal fade. The straightest flying Aviar. Period. Stiffer 

2 3
00

CLASSIC AVIAR

A putter you can whale on. Throw it short or 

long, Whale don't give a flip. A putter you can whale on. Throw it short or 

2 3
10

WHALE

No more missing links. Stiff and grippy. Jay 

"Yeti" Reading's flatter Pro Aviar.No more missing links. Stiff and grippy. Jay 

2 3
10

YETI PRO AVIAR

Blurring the lines between Mid-Range and 

Driver. A smooth turnover disc.Blurring the lines between Mid-Range and 

5 6
1-3

KITE

Weave your way to the target with this 

versatile Mid-Range.Weave your way to the target with this 

5 3
10

SPIDER

Bitten by the disc golf bug? The Skeeter will 

repel bogeys.Bitten by the disc golf bug? The Skeeter will 

5 5
1-1

SKEETER

FLIGHT NUMBERS
SPEED (upper left)  1 to 14

SPEED is the ability of a disc to cut through the 

air. Discs with higher numbers are faster, but 

require more power to achieve their true 

potential. Typically, a higher speed 

number means more upwind 

distance.

GLIDE (upper right)  1 to 6

GLIDE measures the disc's ability to stay aloft 

at di�erent speeds. Typically, more glide 

means more downwind distance.  Newer 

players should look for discs with 

more glide. A disc rated 6 has the 

most glide.

FADE (lower right)  0 to 5

All discs tail o� in the same 

direction (left for RHBH* shots), but 

some will “hook” harder than others. A disc 

rated 0 is the straightest �nishing while a disc 

rated 5 will hook the most.

* Right Hand Back Hand throws

TURN (lower left)  -5 to +1

Also referred to as High Speed Turn. 

TURN is the tendency of a disc to 

turn right (for RHBH* throwers) early in the 

�ight. A disc rated +1 is most resistant to 

turn. A disc rated -5 will turn the easiest and 

is more suitable for newer players. 

7 5
1-2

SPEED GLIDE

FADETURN
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GRIP

DURABILITY

DX

DX GLOW

METALFLAKE

CHAMPION

BLIZZARD

GRIP
DURABILITY

GLOW 
CHAMPION

GRIP

DURABILITY

GSTAR

GRIP

DURABILITY

STAR

ECHOSTAR
(recycled plastic)

GRIP

DURABILITY

KC PRO

GRIP

DURABILITY

PRO

GRIP

DURABILITY

XT

GRIP

DURABILITY

R-PROPLASTICS

DX FAMILY

PRO FAMILY

CHAMPION FAMILY

STAR FAMILY

PUTT & APPROACH



MORE UNDERSTABLE      

MORE OVERSTABLE

MID-RANGE

THE MOST COMPLETE SELECTION IN DISC GOLFDesignates that disc �oats in water. No more tears.

In the air or on the ground: A beginner 

friendly driver that makes a great roller.

9 5

1-4

ROADRUNNER

Quick and powerful, the Gator will 

wrestle the wind.

5 2

0 3

Quick and powerful, the Gator will 

3

GATOR

The Cobra with less action. Figure it out and 

you will command the course.

The Cobra with less action. Figure it out and 

5 5

2-1

VCOBRA

Smooth sailing to the pin with this straight 

Mid-Range with a gentle turn

Smooth sailing to the pin with this straight 

5 5

1-3

MANTA

Let the Atlas guide you there. Unique two-piece 

design results in straight consistent flights.

Let the Atlas guide you there. Unique two-piece 

5 4
10

ATLAS

A sleek hunter for wooded courses. 

For low, flat drives. Dab on em!

A sleek hunter for wooded courses. 

5 4
1-2

PANTHER

So straight, it will burrow its way into your 

bag. Get "down under" par. 

So straight, it will burrow its way into your 

5 6

0-1

WOMBAT

The Roc for people who love to throw 

farther down the fairway.

5 4

0 3

The Roc for people who love to throw 

3

ROC3

A disc of mythical proportions. Legendary 

disc thrown by pros and mortals alike. 

4 4

0 3

A disc of mythical proportions. Legendary 
3

ROC

Three heads are better than one. 

It floats, it putts and it approaches. 

3 3

0 2

Three heads are better than one. 

2

HYDRA

When the wind kicks up, throw the Pig and 

bring home the bacon. 

3 1

0 3

When the wind kicks up, throw the Pig and 
3

PIG

Ken Climo’s putter of choice. Stable and 

stiff. Good for windy approaches.

2 3

0 2

Ken Climo’s putter of choice. Stable and 
2

KC PRO AVIAR

Charge ahead of the competition. Ready to 

take on any headwind. 

2 1

0 3

Charge ahead of the competition. Ready to 
3

RHYNO

Swims smoothly down the fairway. 

Fast and sleek like its namesake. 

Swims smoothly down the fairway. 

5 4

20

SHARK3

Built for straight shots to the pin with

 extra sweet glide on the side. 

Built for straight shots to the pin with

5 5

00

MAKO3

Snake through the course. Smooth turn and 

fade for fabulous flights.

Snake through the course. Smooth turn and 

4 5

2-2

COBRA

The Wolf is on the hunt for birdies and can 

help you capture a lower score. 

The Wolf is on the hunt for birdies and can 

4 3
1-4

WOLF

Versatile Roc with added glide and a gentle 

fade. The VRoc handles torque well. 

Versatile Roc with added glide and a gentle 

4 4
10

VROC For graceful gliding flights. Just add power 

for more turn. 
For graceful gliding flights. Just add power 

4 5
1-3

STINGRAY

No target is safe from the Shark. Smooth 

flights with bite at the end.

No target is safe from the Shark. Smooth 

4 4

20

SHARK

Take a bite out of your score with the Mako. 

Bring your score down under.

Take a bite out of your score with the Mako. 

4 5

00

MAKO

The Colt is a straight shooter that performs 

well for sidearm throws and windy play.

The Colt is a straight shooter that performs 

3 4
1-1

COLT

Gain an edge with the Wedge. Open the 

door to lower scores. 
Gain an edge with the Wedge. Open the 

3½ 3
1-3

WEDGE

Zero in on the target. A straight flyer that will 

hit the mark. 
Zero in on the target. A straight flyer that will 

3 4

00

DART Seeing is believing. An all around disc for 

new players and one disc rounds. 

3

Seeing is believing. An all around disc for 

3 4

0-3

MIRAGE

Beef up your putting game. Maintains a 

straight flight with mild fade.

Beef up your putting game. Maintains a 

3 3

20

STUD

Five Time World Champion Juliana

Korver's favorite putter. Soft and grippy.

Five Time World Champion Juliana

2 3

20

JK PRO AVIAR-X

First in flight. The original golf disc is still 

the straightest. 
First in flight. The original golf disc is still 

3 6

00

AERO

A stellar putter for straight shots. Catches 

chains and doesn't skip.  

A stellar putter for straight shots. Catches 

2 3

00

NOVA

When you drive close, you want a Birdie. 

Don't settle for par. 
When you drive close, you want a Birdie. 

1 2

00

BIRDIE

Our most popular disc. The choice of 

champions for over 30 years. 

Our most popular disc. The choice of 

2 3
10

AVIAR P&A

Feel the line. 

Let it go and it flies straight to the pole. 

1 3

00

POLECAT

The straightest flying Aviar. Period. Stiffer 

feel and minimal fade. 

The straightest flying Aviar. Period. Stiffer 

2 3

00

CLASSIC AVIAR

A putter you can whale on. Throw it short or 

long, Whale don't give a flip. 

A putter you can whale on. Throw it short or 

2 3
10

WHALE
No more missing links. Stiff and grippy. Jay 

"Yeti" Reading's flatter Pro Aviar.

No more missing links. Stiff and grippy. Jay 

2 3
10

YETI PRO AVIAR

Blurring the lines between Mid-Range and 

Driver. A smooth turnover disc.

Blurring the lines between Mid-Range and 

5 6
1-3

KITE

Weave your way to the target with this 

versatile Mid-Range.
Weave your way to the target with this 

5 3
10

SPIDER

Bitten by the disc golf bug? The Skeeter will 

repel bogeys.
Bitten by the disc golf bug? The Skeeter will 

5 5

1-1

SKEETER

FLIGHT NUMBERS

SPEED (upper left)  1 to 14

SPEED is the ability of a disc to cut through the 

air. Discs with higher numbers are faster, but 

require more power to achieve their true 

potential. Typically, a higher speed 

number means more upwind 

distance.

GLIDE (upper right)  1 to 6

GLIDE measures the disc's ability to stay aloft 

at di�erent speeds. Typically, more glide 

means more downwind distance.  Newer 

players should look for discs with 

more glide. A disc rated 6 has the 

most glide.

FADE (lower right)  0 to 5

All discs tail o� in the same 

direction (left for RHBH* shots), but 

some will “hook” harder than others. A disc 

rated 0 is the straightest �nishing while a disc 

rated 5 will hook the most.

* Right Hand Back Hand throws

TURN (lower left)  -5 to +1

Also referred to as High Speed Turn. 

TURN is the tendency of a disc to 

turn right (for RHBH* throwers) early in the 

�ight. A disc rated +1 is most resistant to 

turn. A disc rated -5 will turn the easiest and 

is more suitable for newer players. 

7 5
1-2

SPEED GLIDE

FADE
TURN
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GRIP

DURABILITY

DX

DX GLOW

METALFLAKE
CHAMPION

BLIZZARD

GRIP

DURABILITY

GLOW 

CHAMPION

GRIP

DURABILITY

GSTAR

GRIP

DURABILITY

STAR

ECHOSTAR

(recycled plastic)

GRIP

DURABILITY

KC PRO

GRIP

DURABILITY

PRO

GRIP

DURABILITY

XT

GRIP

DURABILITY

R-PRO

PLASTICS
DX FAMILY

PRO FAMILY

CHAMPION FAMILY

STAR FAMILY

PUTT & APPROACH



MORE UNDERSTABLE      

MORE OVERSTABLE MID-RANGE

THE MOST COMPLETE SELECTION IN DISC GOLF

Designates that disc �oats in water. No more tears.
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/RETAIL DISPLAYS AND SUPPORT 

LED STOREFRONT LIGHTED SIGN
Do you have a window that begs for a lighted Innova logo sign? We 
have them! Low consumption LEDs that will last a long time too.  
Approximately 18” wide and 7 inches high. Ungrounded wall plug.  

THREE-SIDED INNOVA SIGN
A great way to draw disc golfers into Innova country! This three 
sided sign spins freely and works well directly over your Innova 
section. Easily attaches to drop ceiling or can be tied to just about 
anything above. Adjustable length cord. Not electric, no lights. 
Three individual panels, each is 14” by 28”.  

CUSTOM INNOVA WINDOW CLING
Do you have a storefront in need of some sun protection AND that 
can display a disc golf photo to attract customers? We’ll cost-share 
a perforated (see-through) Window decal that can cover an entire 
window or a number of them. We have lots of photos and graphics 
to choose from.  

Call your sales rep for more info on 
any of our retail fixtures.

AUTHORIZED DEALER TACKER SIGN
12 inch tacker sign with embossed details. Display your 
Innova affiliation proudly!

AUTHORIZED DEALER WINDOW DECAL
Display Innova availability on your glass storefront or door.

CONNECT. ENGAGE. GROW!
#INNOVADISCS
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CUSTOM INNOVA WINDOW CLING
Do you have a storefront in need of some sun protection AND that 
can display a disc golf photo to attract customers? We’ll cost-share 
a perforated (see-through) Window decal that can cover an entire 
window or a number of them. We have lots of photos and graphics 
to choose from.  

Call your sales rep for more info on 
any of our retail fixtures.

CONNECT. ENGAGE. GROW!
#INNOVADISCS
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Team Innova’s Pasi Koivu
Hole 3,  US Disc Golf Championship
Rock Hill, SC

Copyright © 2018  Innova Disc Golf

Innova Japan
501 1-1-9 Nishikubo
Musashino City, Tokyo
JAPAN 180-0013
Tel: +011-81-422-55-6423
Fax: +011-81-422-55-7880
info@herodisc.com
www.herodisc.com

Innova Europe
Lastikankatu 6 H2
33730 Tampere
FINLAND
Tel. +358 10 231 2550
office@innovaeurope.com
www.innovaeurope.com

Innova Disc Golf - East
2850 Commerce Drive
Rock Hill, SC  29730
Phone 800-476-3968
Fax 803-329-3472
info@innovadiscs.com
www.innovadiscs.com

Innova Disc Golf - West
950 South Dupont Avenue
Ontario, CA 91761
Phone 800-408-8449
Fax 909-481-6263
info@innovadiscs.com
www.innovadiscs.com


